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1-002-0000 

PRESIDE: ELENA VALENCIANO  
Vicepresidenta de la Comisión Especial sobre Terrorismo 

 

 

(La audiencia comienza a las 9.07 horas) 

1-002-5000 

Presidenta. – Estimados miembros del panel, estimados diputados, me gustaría darles la 

bienvenida a todos y agradecer a los expertos su disponibilidad para trabajar en esta audiencia 

conjunta con la Comisión Especial sobre Delitos Financieros y Evasión y Elusión Fiscales 

(Comisión Especial TAX3), cuya tarea, compaginada con la nuestra, creo que puede ser de gran 

utilidad para nuestro trabajo. 

1-003-0000 

Esther de Lange (PPE), Vice-Chair of the Special Committee on Financial Crimes, Tax 

Evasion and Tax Avoidance. – Thank you very much, Ms Valenciano, and as you say, thank 

you very much to the panel for hosting together with us, the Special Committee on Terrorism 

(TERR Committee) and the TAX3 Committee, this hearing making the link between tax fraud 

and terrorism financing. It is a link that we are maybe not so used to making, or that in any case 

we did not use to make until recently.  

 

At the end of 2016 a number of investigative journalists, including in my own country, the 

Netherlands, produced a reportage showing that al-Qaeda had set up VAT carousel mechanisms 

involving companies all over Europe. Everything started with documents found at the border 

between Afghanistan and Pakistan. After long investigations, notably by Italian prosecutors, 

the suspects were accused of stealing over EUR one billion of tax money by committing VAT 

carousel fraud. To my knowledge, they were the first, or one of the first, to make the link 

between VAT carousel fraud and terrorism financing.  

 

I am therefore very pleased that we could organise this hearing jointly, and I look forward to 

hearing our experts, who will be introduced – and now I pass the floor back to her – by my 

colleague Elena Valenciano. 

1-004-0000 

Presidenta. – Vamos a empezar con el señor Bo Elkjær. Usted es periodista de investigación, 

trabaja en la televisión nacional danesa y es responsable, en esa televisión, de las cuestiones de 

financiación del terrorismo y, en particular, del sistema de vigilancia Echelon. Ya ha participado 

usted en alguna audiencia pública en este Parlamento sobre Echelon. 

 

Las fuentes de financiación del terrorismo son, a menudo, legales y, otras veces, ilegales. Los 

ataques recientes han puesto de manifiesto que se pueden llevar a cabo acciones mortales con 

medios económicos limitados, o incluso sin coste alguno. Un estudio realizado en 2015 por el 

Instituto noruego de investigación en materia de defensa (Norwegian Defence Research 

Establishment), referido al periodo 1994-2013, dice que la mayoría de ataques son financiados 

con menos de diez mil dólares, y que una de cada cuatro células habría recibido el apoyo 

financiero de la organización terrorista que luego reivindica el atentado. 

 

En 2016 la Comisión Europea adoptó un Plan de acción para intensificar la lucha contra la 

financiación del terrorismo, para reducir las fuentes de ingresos de las organizaciones 

terroristas. Y el comisario Moskovici ha subrayado que el fraude en materia de IVA en la Unión 

Europea asciende a cincuenta millones de euros. 

 

Usted nos explicará los resultados de su investigación como miembro del equipo de periodistas 

que trabajan sobre el fraude en materia de IVA en Dinamarca. El informe ilustra cómo la 

delincuencia organizada y las organizaciones terroristas se benefician de las lagunas existentes 
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en el mercado único. Y también ha documentado usted cómo los yihadistas de nacionalidad 

española llegaron a Dinamarca como gestores de empresas que defraudan el IVA. 

 

Su contribución irá seguida de dos intervenciones más de los panelistas, y luego irán las 

preguntas de los diputados. 

1-005-0000 

Bo Elkjaer, Investigative reporter, Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR). – Thank you for 

inviting me. My name is Bo Elkjaer. It is not easily pronounced. It’s Danish and Danish is a 

horrible language. I’ll try to do my presentation in English. 

 

I’m here to talk about terror funding through VAT fraud and I’m going to dig into one particular 

case that we disclosed in the Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR), where I work, in 

cooperation with the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten and the Swedish radio programme 

Ekot.  

 

This case starts on 30 May 2014, when six men were arrested in Melilla in Spain. They were 

charged with different terror offences and for recruiting 26 jihadists who were sent to fight in 

the Sahel and other areas. We found out that two of those arrested as suspected terrorists were 

directors in a total of three companies in Denmark. Another man was charged in the arrest but 

was on the run. He was a director in a fourth company in Copenhagen. These four companies 

were trading in different foodstuffs and soft drinks, and the companies were being used for 

VAT fraud in Denmark.  

 

The fourth man, who was on the run, was later killed in Mali in 2016. I believe that he was 

killed by the French special forces as he was the leader of an Al-Qaeda fighting group in that 

area. So, in his case at least, this was a hardened terrorist who was also a director in a company 

selling soft drinks in Copenhagen. 

 

We started to investigate how this could have been set up and how these Spanish citizens could 

appear as directors in companies in Denmark. In our investigation we found eight other Spanish 

citizens linked to the same group in Melilla, who appeared as directors in different companies 

in Denmark. All of these companies were linked to a large network of VAT fraud with other 

companies. In this particular network with the terrorist links there were 11 Spanish citizens and 

24 companies which were part of a larger criminal network, a regular – so to speak – criminal 

enterprise.  

 

We assessed in our research that the Spanish linked network had defrauded the Danish 

Government of something like DK 80 million – that’s a conservative estimate and more than 

EUR 10 million – in these 24 companies. Later it was disclosed that three of the companies had 

also been used in another fraud, where the leading character has been convicted and sentenced 

in Denmark. This network stole DK 85 million through VAT fraud. Our investigation also 

showed that this Spanish network was linked to a similar network in Sweden, where other 

monies had been stolen in different sorts of VAT fraud.  

 

We dug into some of the goods that were used in this fraud. We found out that they were using 

soft drinks and candy, cars, electronics, cellphones, cheese from Netherlands and chicken meat 

from the Netherlands. The cellphones and electronics were bought in Germany. It was a very 

simple VAT fraud and VAT carousel fraud. In the VAT fraud they simply bought the goods 

from the Netherlands through a company that was later to be dissolved. They then traded it on 

with correct invoices but including the VAT, and the price was totalled to be the same as the 

amount that was used to purchase the goods so they could sell it on through the regular process 

in Denmark at a lower price than their competitors. The carousel fraud is more complicated, 

but we also found indications of that in this particular network.  
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What we found out when we dug into how these Spanish citizens appeared in Danish companies 

was that they were part of a cell, a radicalised mosque in Melilla in Spain. We found out that 

they had been radicalised by two Danish citizens who had travelled to Melilla. One was a 

Danish convert who died in Syria in 2013 and the other was later arrested. These people 

organised the cell down there and invited the members of the group to Denmark to participate 

as directors in this network. They also used Danish citizens.  

 

I was involved in a project where we tried to identify Danish citizens who had travelled to Syria 

to fight in the war there. We positively identified 70 Danish citizens. Out of those 16 were 

directors in different companies and some of these companies are linked to this exact network. 

One of these persons, a Danish citizen, was a director of three or four companies and was killed 

in Syria in a drone attack in December 2015. The drone attack was targeting a car he was 

travelling in with a Danish citizen who was involved in planning the Paris attack. So we have 

the planner of the Paris attack travelling in a car with the director of different companies 

involved in VAT fraud in Denmark linked to this particular cell. 

 

One of the Danish citizens we found was listed on the US terrorism watch list – the special 

designated global terrorist list – by executive order on 23 September 2014, the only Danish 

citizen to have been on this list so far. He died of natural causes back in Denmark a couple of 

years ago. He was a director in a company that was involved in this fraud. He was importing 

the cheese and was importing the electronics from Germany. He was importing the chicken 

meat from the Netherlands and selling it down the road to companies 200 metres from his 

address, where it was then sold on to legitimate traders. 

 

In our investigation we have also found – but have not yet reported about – other citizens from 

other European countries who are involved in this. One person was set up as a director in a 

company in Denmark and then travelled on and was arrested on his way to Syria. I believe that 

his case is still pending.  

 

So this is not just a problem between Sweden, Denmark and Spain. It’s an issue that is linked 

to – I’m not going to state names or anything like that – an Islamic network that spans several 

European countries. Some of the Danish people in this network are highly placed and have 

leading roles. Some have been killed. It’s mainly UK based, but is also present in Spain, 

Denmark, Belgium, Holland, etc.  

 

I have been investigating VAT fraud since 2009. Am I running out of time? Two minutes, OK, 

I’ll do it very briefly and then we’ll go back to it in the questions. I’ve been investigating this 

VAT fraud since the carbon scandal back in 2009, where the Danish carbon registry was being 

used for large-scale VAT fraud in trading with carbon credits. Looking through this registry, I 

found out that the Danish registry was the largest of its kind. It had 1 256 accounts. After we 

disclosed the fraud network, this was cleaned up and 36 accounts remained.  

 

So this registry was a bulk register of VAT fraudsters, whom we investigated to identify these 

people and found out that some of these Danish citizens were linked to the case from 2014 in 

Italy, where there is a suspicion of a terrorism link. It was out of this network that I tried to 

identify what these people were doing now. When I looked up the names, I found that they were 

involved in food trading in Denmark.  

 

So these people had moved from carbon credits to electronics to different issues and then on to 

food. They move and are not very discriminating in their choice of what they will use as a 

vehicle for fraud as long as they can sell it off very quickly. That was the main point I was 

going to make. The case in Italy is linked by persons directly to the case in Copenhagen with 

this Spanish network.  
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1-006-0000 

Presidenta. – Ahora doy la palabra a Elena Hach, magistrada y miembro de la Oficina Nacional 

para la Prevención y el Control del Blanqueo de Capitales. 

 

Es usted magistrada en Rumanía y tiene una gran experiencia en la cooperación europea, en el 

sentido amplio. Usted fue la representante de Rumanía en Moneyval, el Comité de Expertos 

sobre la Evaluación de las Medidas contra el Blanqueo de Capitales y la Financiación del 

Terrorismo, que constituyó el Consejo de Europa en 1997. Su experiencia en cooperación 

judicial y en la lucha contra el fraude fiscal y la financiación del terrorismo creo que será de 

muchísima ayuda a la hora de que nosotros hagamos recomendaciones para las posibles mejoras 

del sistema existente, que, al final, es también nuestro trabajo. 

1-007-0000 

Elena Hach, Representative of the Romanian Attorney General’s Office on the Board of the 

National Office for the Prevention and Combating of Money Laundering (FIAU). – Madam 

Chair, dear colleagues, thank you for the very kind invitation. My name is Elena Hach. I have 

been a prosecutor since 1998, so for 23 years. During that time, I have been liaison magistrate 

in Italy and, for a short period, I was an ad interim Member in the Superior Council of 

Magistracy. Since 2013, I have been the representative of the General Prosecutor’s Office 

attached to the High Court of Cassation and Justice on the board of the Romanian financial 

intelligence unit (FIU). 

 

For that reason, today I decided to present a study case which involves real cooperation and 

coordination between the Romanian FIU and the law enforcement authority. Without this 

coordination and this cooperation, it is impossible to have a good system to fight financing 

terrorism and money laundering. 

 

According to the information provided by the credit institution with which the company ABC 

has current accounts, in November 2015, the representatives of that company ordered two 

transfers as follows: one transfer from one company account into another company account, 

and the second from one account into a different company account. The justifications for both 

transfers were that they were related to the current activity of the company ABC. The amounts 

in respect of which have been ordered as a financial operation came from a collection of 

USD 150 000 recorded in March 2014 from the legal person DEF. The transfer was ordered 

from a bank account opened at a credit institution from Libya and the justification ‘collection 

after delivery for export of goods’ was given. 

 

Following the date of registration for the abovementioned external revenues, ABC was no 

longer recorded with an external operation valued at over EUR 15 000 or equivalent. The 

suspicious elements identified in connection with the external revenue recorded in the ABC 

accounts were accounted for by the fact that part of the transaction was conducted through 

money transfer services from residential areas containing ISIS supporters. Between 2013 and 

2015, ABC did not record transactions on accounts held with the credit institution although its 

activities were not suspended. 

 

Considering that by 2013, ABC had recorded a cash transaction and an external transaction on 

bank accounts after one of its associates was declared undesirable, the company no longer 

conducted financial transactions. It is possible that this financial behaviour was intended to 

dissimulate that the company controllers no longer had connections with Romania. 

 

Another argument in this regard is that the company presented to the credit institution where it 

holds accounts a number of empowerment documents prepared by the natural person T. Thus 

through a document dated from September 2015, the natural person T empowered the natural 

person Z, a Syrian citizen, in his name and for him to establish any new commercial company 

with limited liability in accordance with the legislation in force, which means quality of 
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associate. Also, the natural person T, through the same notarial deed, empowered the natural 

person Z in relation to company ABC. 

 

Regarding the person in connection with the company ABC, the shareholders are: natural 

person T, an Iraqi citizen; and natural person X, a Lebanese citizen. The natural person T, along 

with another natural person, AR, were declared undesirable for a period of 15 years for 

developing activities related to propaganda and financial support for some Jihadist groups in 

the Middle East. In fact, the two foreigners were involved in facilitating illegal entry into the 

country of people from areas with ISIS terrorists. 

 

Those concerned have financially supported the presence in Romania of people with radical 

attitudes. Other indicators of illicit activity by the people mentioned relate to the commercial 

and financial operations conducted through the accounts of companies they own in Romania. 

In this respect, we mentioned that during 2012 and 2013, ABC recorded the external collection 

of USD 2 million from entities in Libya, Bulgaria and the Marshall Islands. The amounts thus 

collected were exchanged in Romanian lei and cash withdrawals from the account and based 

on some questionable attainment notes for ‘animals purchased from natural persons’. 

 

Also in June 2013, the company DRP, where individual T was an associate until 2013 and the 

current shareholders are individual Y, a Syrian citizen, and individual Z, recorded an external 

collection of USD 1 million from one natural person’s account in Libya, justifying it as 

‘advance payment for export goods’. The amount was changed into lei in several instalments 

and the resulting amounts were withdrawn in cash based on attainment notes. 

 

The financial behaviour of ABC and DRP is unreliable and leads us to the conclusion that a 

money laundering offence has been committed by way of cash withdrawals, based on 

questionable documents aimed at removing the source of funds illegally obtained, and 

eliminating, where possible, the documentary evidence which would make it possible to 

determine the money route. Moreover, a series of successive transfers between the accounts of 

ABC and DRP companies have been identified. They were recorded on the same day at different 

times, or on consecutive days with exactly the same amounts of money. The transfers were to 

the accounts of individuals who control the companies and justified as ‘loan repayments to the 

associate’ or ‘refunding company lending’. 

 

The loan contracts in question were presented randomly, without chronological order, some 

dating from 2002, taking into account that the transactions were conducted in 2015. 

 

Another feature of the financial turnover analysed is the presence of numerous transfers of equal 

value below the reported limit provided by special law, made over several days between the 

two companies without real purpose or economic reason. This situation indicates the obvious 

intent to artificially increase the turnover of the companies involved and to reduce the tax base. 

 

The available financial and tax data related to the economic activity of the companies controlled 

by individual T reveal that the declared value of the net debt to shareholders is less than the 

amount directed to the accounts of individuals involved with the justification ‘refunding 

company lending’. The financial behaviour identified of individuals and companies analysed 

herein reveal the presence of a mechanism often used in the money laundering scheme 

typologies, money earned from tax evasion and other offences related to the regime of 

commercial companies, such as multiple account credits, immediately followed by transfers to 

other accounts or cash withdrawals, mostly supported by loan agreements and attainment notes. 

 

Corroborating the information available in this paper leads us to the conclusion that the 

company ABC and DRP are still in the control of individual T by interposing the individual Z, 

and any operation to remove funds from the financial circuit are aimed at concealing the real 
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beneficiary and to create an appearance of legality regarding the commercial and financial 

transactions with these entities in Romania. 

 

Given the profile of individual T and taking into consideration that, in relation to him, support 

for the jihadist movements in the Middle East has been identified, relevant facts are outlined 

about the existence of the offence of terrorist financing from revenue earned through economic 

activity by the companies ABC and DRP. At the same time, there are some indications 

regarding the existence of the offence of terrorist financing in connection with individual Z 

acting in Romania on behalf of individual T, who had already been declared undesirable. 

 

Now I am at the end of my presentation, I want to provide some thoughts. A good system for 

fighting against financing terrorism and money laundering involves many players, such as 

financial institutions, intelligence services, money laundering investigators, the police and 

prosecution offices. The steps are: clearing, investigation and prosecution. Allow me to give 

some theories regarding the prosecution of terrorist financing. Terrorism does not work without 

money. Investigating and prosecuting terrorism must include terrorist-financing offences. 

Clarification of monetary flows can help us to sort out the structure of terrorist organisations. 

Findings in money laundering matters are an important starting point for terrorist-financing 

proceedings. But there is no abundance of information about money laundering clearing; but 

there is selection and concentration on ‘big’ cases. It is necessary to educate money laundering 

investigators in terrorist-financing matters and terrorist-financing investigators in money 

laundering matters, with no separation between prevention and repression, and instead 

interaction and cooperation. 

1-008-0000 

Presidenta. – Ahora voy a dar la palabra al señor Pedro Seixas Felício, jefe de unidad de delitos 

económicos y contra la propiedad de Europol. No es solo policía usted, señor Felício, también 

es jurista. Trabaja en Europol, donde ocupa el puesto de jefe de unidad en la especialidad de 

delitos económicos, falsificación y corrupción. Su participación en esta mesa nos aportará 

mucha luz sobre un asunto que para nosotros, a veces, resulta muy complejo de analizar. 

1-009-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – Good morning 

ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure to be here and to represent Europol. My idea during these 

introductory remarks is to provide a little context and to focus on three things: what we know 

about terrorism financing; what we know about VAT fraud; and what is the estimation of the 

percentage of VAT fraud that might be being used for financing terrorism purposes. 

 

So what we know about terrorism financing is something that has already been mentioned here: 

that this is crucial for all the terrorist organisations. This is something that they need to survive; 

they need to have constant access to large amounts of funding. In fact it is so important to these 

terrorist organisations that 90% of all new terrorist organisations never get to survive their first 

year because they simply cannot have access to this large amount of funds, to this constant 

amount of funds. 

 

Studies even mention that al-Qaeda in Iraq, for instance, cannot survive for more than four to 

six weeks without having access to new funds coming in, because these organisations do not 

have a central deposit, they do not have a reserve. They need to have money constantly coming 

in because this is money that they are using to pay for salaries. 

 

The second thing that we know about terrorist organisations is that most of the funds that they 

need, they need them to maintain these groups in perfect, let’s say, working conditions. The 

biggest amount of spending for them is for salaries, the second would be for travel and logistics, 

then for training, propaganda, recruitment and also for corruption and social welfare. So only 
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10% of the funds obtained by terrorist organisations are actually used for operational purposes, 

for attacks. 

 

So these are some of the things that we know. What we do not know, for instance, is how much 

in the EU is currently being obtained for funding terrorist organisations. We do not know this, 

but based on the studies and on the operations that we support, we can surely say that there has 

been a substantial increase. Looking back: in the decade between 1985 and 1995, studies 

showed us an estimated USD 80 million had been obtained by religiously inspired terrorist 

organisations.  

 

In the subsequent decade, from 1995 to 2005, this value escalated to USD one billion. Between 

2005 and 2016 no such studies exist but we do have an estimation of what the budgets are for 

the main terrorist organisations and so we can also see this number increasing. 

 

For Hezbollah, for instance, a budget of between USD 250 million to USD 500 million a year 

is estimated, most of it coming from state funding. For al-Qaeda, which is now currently of 

course at its low point, something between USD 20 million to USD 50 million annually, most 

of it coming in from donations.  

 

For ISIS; in 2015 they advertised their own budget of USD 2 billion for that year, most of it 

coming, of course, from resources connected with the control of territory, so robberies from 

central banks, sales of oil, sales of natural resources. It is estimated that this budget currently 

has decreased substantially due to the loss of territory and it has probably decreased up to 80%. 

 

Anyway, these numbers show that there has been a substantial increase in terms of their capacity 

to obtain funds. 

 

On the other side, on VAT frauds, what do we know about VAT frauds? 

 

Well, these are simply the biggest frauds that exist in the EU. By value, these are numbers that 

are unthinkable for most of the citizens that live in Europe, even for those of us who work in 

areas like this – financial crime and money laundering. It is very difficult to actually have a 

clear idea of what this is, and this is money that is not just being taken away from the citizens 

of Europe – it is being given directly to organised crime groups.  

 

So this is something that is bad in a double way. It is money that is not being invested in essential 

services, like justice, security, education or health, and it is being given to organised crime 

groups, which then, of course, use it to invest in more crime, to buy drugs that they will resell 

for profit, to buy tobacco that they will resell, illegally of course, to finance corruption. It is 

money that they will use for this or else to invest in the legal economy, which is also not good 

because this distorts the legal economy, because this means that at the end of day it is not the 

companies producing the best products at the best price that survive, but the companies that are 

being subsidised by organised crime. 

 

So how much are we talking about exactly? The latest study done on this, in 2016, told us that 

the VAT gap, meaning the difference between the VAT that we receive and the VAT that we 

should actually receive in one year, was EUR 160 billion. That year alone the budget of the EU 

was EUR 155 billion, so just this gap would be enough to pay for all the costs of running the 

EU. 

 

Of course the VAT gap is not all about VAT fraud; VAT fraud and carousel fraud are a part of 

this, we estimate this at EUR 60 billion per year. Anyway, EUR 60 billion is a huge number. 

 

How much of this is actually being used for terrorism financing purposes?  
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Well, I wish I had a number, but we do not have a number and we believe that there are no such 

credible studies to achieve this number. What we do know, of course, is that terrorism financing 

and VAT fraud are very complex, they are very secretive, they are very difficult to investigate 

and to understand. Some people might try to see it in a simplified way that, well, okay, VAT 

fraud is making billions, the terrorists need billions to exist and to survive, so there must be a 

connection here and so all of this money is somehow going into terrorism financing.  

 

We believe that is not the case. And why do we do that? We base ourselves on the work of our 

colleagues investigating terrorism financing and our colleagues investigating VAT fraud.  

 

So based on the work of our colleagues on terrorism financing, we know already, because of 

several investigations over the recent years, what the major sources of terrorism financing are. 

And thinking about only the illegal ones, because the legal ones are not of interest for this 

exercise, the main sources by order of importance would be: drug trafficking, kidnapping for 

ransom, extortion or revolutionary taxes, depending on how you would like to call it, and 

smuggling activities, and then we have a different category where we would include frauds – 

all frauds – theft and petty crimes.  

 

So VAT fraud would be included by us in this second category in terms of funds and it is all 

together with all the other frauds that terrorists commit against banks, against social welfare, 

against insurance companies, and so for us it is there, of course, but it is not that high in the 

table. 

 

Why? Because, as I told you, of the colleagues who work on the VAT fraud investigations. 

These groups have been identified. Some of the major groups, I would say the highest level 

type of groups, have been around doing this for more than 10 years, so it is normal that some 

of the companies will repeat themselves in some of these investigations, as was mentioned here 

today.  

 

We know who those groups are. They are basically Franco-Israeli groups and British Pakistani 

groups. The top leadership of these groups operates from outside the EU, so they are very hard 

to get, very hard to reach and they have been doing this for a long time, they know how to do 

it. They continuously change the different commodity that they are using for the VAT fraud. 

They continuously change the companies that they use, the bank accounts that they use. 

Sometimes they even use the same network, they just use a different missing trader, which is 

actually where the countries will focus; so instead of having the missing trader – the one not 

paying the taxes – in Spain they put it in France, they put it in Belgium.  

 

These groups have been around for a while, they have been investigated. We know that these 

high level groups, which we consider to be only 2% of the groups, take about 80% of all the 

criminal profits. So this is where we need to focus our attention. 

They started in the food sector, like we heard. They went to the metal sector, then they went to 

mobile phones, then they went to electronic items, to vehicles, and then they discovered the 

energy sector and they realised that it was much, much easier for them because they don’t need 

to send any products anymore.  

 

They started by sending in the products. After a couple of years some of them would just send 

containers full of rocks, just to justify the invoices and the payments, but once they discovered 

services it became so much easier because nothing needs to be sent through borders; they just 

need to send the invoices and to make the payments, and this is why the carbon credit fraud that 

was mentioned here today was the biggest fraud of that year, with an estimated value of 

EUR 6 billion that time alone. 
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Now they have a new product. They discovered a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) type of 

communication and they are investing and abusing the VAT on the VoIP communications.  

 

These are highly professional criminal groups. They need a very profound technical expertise 

and network of contacts, and these criminal talents are very hard to find. So of course it is 

possible, we would say, that some Islamic extremists might be connected to these groups, but 

our estimation is that their number would always be low. 

 

If we think also about the hierarchy of these groups: we have the leadership, the ones who get 

most of the profits, who have the idea, who have the contacts, who have the knowledge, who 

have the initial money to make the first funding. Then we have the ones we would call the 

managers – the ones that would get all the other people to work and who coordinate them. Then 

we would have the mid-level, which are the people who are fronting the companies being used 

for the VAT fraud, and then we have the lower level people who will sell their IDs and sign 

documents only to make sure that they will be used as front men. 

 

In the cases that we know about, the connections with terrorism financing have existed only at 

this mid-level – meaning the persons in front of companies – and at the lower level – meaning 

the persons selling documents, signing papers, usually in exchange for a one-time payment, 

because most of them will then become foreign fighters so it is just about getting as much 

money as they can before leaving. And the other ones, also the ones in the mid-level, the ones 

who would be, let’s say, leaders of companies, these people only receive a small percentage of 

the money that actually goes through that company, so not from the entire fraud ring. That only 

goes for the leaders and for the managers. 

 

So we estimate that they would be receiving something in the order of 2% to 10%. This is what 

the managers of these companies are receiving. So because of this small number of cases that 

we know about and because of what we know of these structures, our idea is that only a small 

fraction of the VAT fraud is actually being delivered for the purposes of terrorism financing. 

 

To end: is this something that we should not be concerned about then because this is a small 

number, a small fraction? Well, I don’t think so. I think we should be worried and it is important 

that we are here today, and this is for two very simple reasons, and one of them has already 

been explained by you. One of them is that, in fact, these attacks are very cheap. That is why 

they only need to use 10% of their profits to make sure that they commit the attacks on the EU. 

 

Seventy-five percent – these were the studies mentioned by you – 75% of all the attacks on EU 

soil cost less than EUR 10 000. One of the last attacks for instance, the one that took place on 

the Thalys, we estimated to have a cost of EUR 600. Some of the current attacks with knives 

and with trucks running over people, what is the cost of these? It is very small. If we look at the 

prices of some of the weapons, for instance, that we know are used, coming in from the former 

Yugoslavia where an AK47 costs around EUR 400, a grenade costs around EUR 50, a handgun 

costs around EUR 150, we can see how dangerous this is. 

 

The second reason is, of course, just a pure mathematical reason, because even a small 

percentage of something very big like EUR 60 billion is a very big number. So 0.5%, for 

instance, of EUR 60 billion is the equivalent of EUR 300 million. So this is something that I 

believe we should keep in mind. 

 

We have come a long way since 9/11 in terms of the fight against terrorism financing but there 

is still a lot, I believe, that needs to be done because every year we see these billions of euro 

being taken away from the EU economy and the fact that only a couple of thousand euro are 

necessary to carry out a large-scale attack. 
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So the conclusion is, I believe, simple. We need to improve the systems. We need to improve 

detection because otherwise the risk is just too great. 

 

It is a pleasure to be here today, thank you for inviting Europol. Thank you for bringing us over 

to discuss this important topic and now I will be glad to respond to any questions that you might 

have. 

1-010-0000 

Presidenta. – Ahora voy a dar la palabra al señor Marius-Cristian Frunza, director de 

Schwarzthal Kapital, empresa de asesoría financiera y de investigación. 

 

El señor Frunza es un verdadero experto en finanzas internacionales y brinda asesoramiento a 

los bancos sobre marcos de cumplimiento para los delitos financieros. Su experiencia será muy 

útil no solamente en este aspecto, sino también para determinar de qué manera el sector privado 

y, en particular, los bancos pueden tener un incentivo para apoyar las acciones de los 

organismos reguladores. Sus recomendaciones serán muy útiles para nuestro trabajo y, por 

supuesto, son bienvenidas. 

1-011-0000 

Marius-Cristian Frunza, Director, Schwarzthal Kapital, financial advisory and research 

company. – I will start by talking about terrorism, but in a different manner. I started 

investigating, from a more macro perspective, what has been going on with VAT, and also 

organised crime, since the years of the carbon markets and the fall of the carbon markets. What 

has really happened – again from a higher perspective – is that there has been a big change in 

the way terrorism functions, and this happened during the years 2000 to 2010. The turning point 

was most likely what happened with the Patriot Act in 2003 when, in all banks and across all 

financial sectors, there was major scrutiny of what was going on with big transfers of money 

between offshore and onshore and at international level. 

 

This means that the financing of terrorism across the globe has become more complicated than 

it was 20 years ago, than it was with Lockerbie or 9/11, for example. There are things that 

require big structural funding with transfers across many countries. What really happened, and 

what we see, is that we have a new form of terrorism, which I would call uber-terrorism and it 

entails – to keep the parallel with the new trends in the digital economy – an ‘uberisation’ of 

the way terrorism works. 

 

What do we understand by uberisation? We understand a decentralised form of functioning, a 

distributed way of functioning and a low-cost way of functioning. By decentralisation, I mean 

that you don’t have a hierarchical structure in the way we saw in the early years, in al-Qaeda or 

in Hezbollah or in terrorism in Ireland, for example. So there are different ways of functioning. 

How does it work? It works in that uber-terrorism is in fact a network. It is a terrorist network and, 

we can go further, it is a social terrorist network. So there is no structure: if people, be they from 

Sweden, Denmark, Belgium or the United Kingdom, find interest in pursuing some action, violent 

or non-violent, they are going to associate and they are going to deploy, without even being 

sanctioned by a higher hierarchy. That is the first thing. 

 

How does the financing work? The big change with uber-terrorism is that you no longer need a 

centralised system: you don’t have people from the Gulf, the big families, sending money to Europe 

or the United States. What is somewhat different is that people have financing where attacks are 

planned or in the neighbourhoods where terrorist acts are happening. Uber-terrorism also chooses 

to work through low-cost forms of terror. We have moved from a high-cost way of operating, as 

we saw in 9/11, to low-cost operations: the figure for the Paris attacks, with the Bataclan, was 

around EUR 50 000, for example. That is a major factor. 

 

We also see a change from high severity to low severity, but with high media impact. 
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The last thing is: how do you finance such things in the country where they are happening? You 

have various ways: you have tax fraud, benefit fraud, application fraud with banks, cryptocurrency 

mining, sanction breaching, and so on. 

 

So, in terms of a benchmark of old versus new, we have all kinds of transitions. As an organisation 

engaged in classic terrorism, I would use the example of the Breton Revolutionary Army; as a new 

way of organising, the uber-terrorists Isis, deploying in the new way. But what is interesting is that, 

today, if you were born in Brittany in France, you are more likely to join Isis rather than the Breton 

Revolutionary Army. 

 

Another big change that has been noticed is that whereas previously, in the classic way, terrorists 

were looking to commit organised crime and to get involved in narcotics, human trafficking or 

weapons trafficking, the tendency now is somewhat reversed. There are organised crime groups 

looking to get in touch with terrorists. This is for the simple reason that law enforcement has been 

cutting off many of the traditional avenues for organised crime. So criminals, who are in no way 

linked with terrorists in terms of ideological perspective, want to get in touch with terrorists and to 

use areas such as Iraq and Syria, where there are some safe harbours for them, with a lesser presence 

of tax authorities, law enforcement and so on. That is another big change. 

 

Now let’s move to the main topic of this hearing, which is VAT. A couple of years ago, I did a 

study for the European Parliament entitled ‘The cost of non-Europe of an incomplete Economic 

and Monetary Union’, and amongst the things that were blocking European integration was the 

VAT gap. Reducing the VAT gap will lead to better integration. 

 

What does VAT mean today? VAT in the European Union is around 16% to 18% of all taxes 

collected in the 28 Member States, including the United Kingdom. Obviously the numbers have 

increased, but it is a form of structural funding in national budgets. When you talk about this, there 

is the gap and it is obviously in figures of hundreds of billions. The main question is ‘Why VAT’? 

The answer is that is very simple to implement, it can be leveraged very easily. In terrorists’ social 

networks, people are communicating and sharing ideas, and it is very easy to replicate the kinds of 

things we have seen in Denmark and Spain, to make transfers to other underlying channels, etcetera. 

 

The main question is how much fraud would we expect to see, as a number. That was one of the 

questions from the panel. If we re-scale what we saw in Sweden, Belgium and Denmark, with the 

main cases of VAT fraud, and try to express that European level, we get a figure of around 

EUR 42 million. And that will not include the famous billion with the famous papers from 

Afghanistan (which, in this model, represents the classic way of funding with huge frauds and huge 

transfers). So EUR 42 million is funding a new way of operating for the uber-terrorists. 

 

I will turn now to a few of the features. A lot of the people involved in this tax evasion are of North 

African, Asian or Middle Eastern descent, from places where trade is a tradition: opening 

businesses, opening shops, etcetera, is something cultural, and it is very easy to take this avenue. It 

is important, too, because just as terrorism needs recruitment VAT fraud also needs new 

recruitment: once you open a company and you have been a missing trader you are labelled as a 

director who cannot take any more action, so you always need new blood, new people to be the 

‘front men’, and recruitment is a key thing. Additionally, in terms of how it works, we see what we 

call ‘boot camps’, where people join together and there are transfers of knowledge, transfers of 

ideas from one market to another and from one country to another. 

 

Most terrorism today, more or less, is religious. In extremist forms of Islam, such as Wahhabism 

and Salafism, some taxes imposed by governments, such as VAT, are not sanctioned by certain 

religious extremist leaders, who say that religious taxes should be paid first and what you pay the 

government is not so crucial. So zakat has the upper hand over VAT. 
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Last but not least is the relationship with transnational organised crime. There is a merging, or 

intersection, between VAT fraudsters, terrorists and organised crime. Organised crime is looking 

for new harbours as a way of avoiding the attention of the police and law enforcement, and terrorism 

is one of the areas which provide a safe haven. 

 

What can be done? I think there is a real need for a paradigm shift in the way that terrorism, 

organised crime and financing are investigated. Currently there are a lot of silos. This big puzzle – 

because that is what it is, with a lot of small pieces – is currently occupying a lot of different 

agencies. I think that what is needed is to share all the information that we have in intelligence 

agencies, both private and public: financial intelligence units in banks, law-enforcement agencies 

obviously, and customs and tax offices that investigate VAT. This is crucial: you cannot investigate 

VAT on one side, organised crime on the other and terrorism separately again. There needs to be a 

cross-disciplinary approach. 

 

To conclude, it should be recognised that uber-terrorism is a global threat for everybody. There are 

always political tensions, but, taking an organisation like Isis: in terms of operational management 

in the territories concerned, most of them are Russian speaking; the low-ranking soldiers come from 

North Africa or other places; and the people in charge of financing and finding funds or logistics 

come from Europe. The point is that, in order to tackle this phenomenon, it is important that 

agencies from various regions – the United Kingdom, the European Union, the USA and the 

Russian Federation – should be able to share information in an effective way. 

1-012-0000 

Presidenta. – Ahora quiero dar la bienvenida, y la palabra también, a mi colega, el señor Ježek, 

que es el presidente de la Comisión TAX3 y que, a partir de este momento, toma la presidencia. 

1-013-0000 

IN THE CHAIR: PETR JEŽEK 
Chair of the Special Committee on Financial Crimes, 

Tax Evasion and Tax Avoidance  

1-014-0000 

Chair. – Thank you, co-Chair. We will open the discussion, as always, with the questions asked 

in slots of five minutes, a maximum of one minute for the question and the remaining time 

devoted to the answer. If there is any time remaining within the time frame, a follow-up question 

can be asked. 

1-015-0000 

Luděk Niedermayer (PPE). – Chair, I would like to thank the speakers for participating in this 

joint meeting, which was an excellent idea. You are talking about the costs and the problems 

we are having, and we are focusing on how to eliminate them. This will be the thrust of my 

question. I don’t know if any of you want to comment on the proposed VAT reform and to what 

extent it would help. Perhaps that would be part of our second hearing today, but if anyone 

wants to say anything on the subject, and whether they believe the reform will work, I would 

appreciate it. However, my question basically concentrates on two other important tools that 

are just being implemented. The first is the beneficial ownership registries that should give 

better access to information about who is who; and the second is the almost global exchange of 

information on bank accounts. I wonder to what extent you think these things will help. 

 

The second question is as follows. In the past, cash transactions were very closely related to the 

financing of crime, but now in the 21st century, with ‘uber-terrorists’ and all this stuff, I wonder 

to what extent cash transactions still play an important role and to what extent they are an 

important risk factor. 
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1-016-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – Regarding the 

reform of the VAT system, I would just remind you that when the current system was created 

it was supposed to be a temporary system. It has already been in place for longer than expected, 

so we welcome these reforms. We fully expect them to come into force and then we will see if 

they work better. I am sure that they will work better because we have learned from the mistakes 

of the current system. I would add that we would like to see them come into force as soon as 

possible. 

 

Regarding beneficial owner registration, this is also a very important step, but once again we 

will have to see how it works in practice because, of course, the real criminals – the ones who 

use these companies and these bank accounts – will still use front men and straw men who will 

still sign as being the beneficial owners of the companies. So they will continue to evade us and 

to lie to us, and we need to make sure there are strong penalties for this, and that those on the 

front line – meaning the banks – will ask the right questions and try really to understand who 

the actual beneficial owner is, as opposed to just the one going in and signing the papers. Once 

again, we have to give the system time to see how it works. 

 

Regarding global information on bank accounts, I wish this were a reality. We still face the 

problems of offshores and tax havens which are used in all of these massive frauds and scandals. 

Those who have the knowledge and the means will continue to use them and continue to evade 

the surveillance of the EU and the law-enforcement community in Europe, which simply cannot 

have access to this type of information or, when it does, it will be six or eight months later, and 

the money will no longer be there, as it will already have gone to another tax haven, and we 

will then need to ask and wait for another six months, and by then it will be in another one. So 

the timelines of this are impossible for judicial investigations. 

 

Cash transactions are, of course, a risk factor. Cash is still king for money laundering and for 

terrorism-financing purposes. The easiest way to transfer money, to move money and to make 

sure that it is being done in an anonymous way, is still about cash. It’s still using cash. We still 

see loads of bags of cash and suitcases full of cash. We have an issue with the EUR 500 note, 

which is high value and low volume, so in carry-on luggage up to EUR 4 or 5 million can be 

taken in just one bag. We constantly see seizures of this kind in airports at the borders of the 

EU. Cash is hidden inside everything that you can imagine – with bags inside candies, 

computers, cookie bars, food – and so it is one of the ways that are still being used, mostly by 

organised crime, but also probably for terrorism financing. 

1-017-0000 

Bo Elkjaer, Investigative reporter, Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR). – I would just like 

to add two things about cash. The main character in the Spanish network that I was describing 

before, the Danish citizen who has now been arrested in Spain as the leader of this group, was 

arrested at one time carrying EUR 100 000 in cash while traveling to Spain. So yes, cash is of 

course an issue. 

 

About beneficial ownership networks, I would add that when I was investigating a company set 

up by a Danish Syrian foreign fighter, as director, all the paperwork was pointing back to him 

and it was just by coincidence that one of the payment cheques for the rent of the shop that had 

been set up in his name was linked to a bank account owned by a person whom we now know 

to be central in this fraud. The only link to him was one simple transfer of one month’s rent. 

The beneficial ownership databases will be helpful but will certainly not give full disclosure. 

1-018-0000 

Elena Hach, Representative of the Romanian Attorney General’s Office on the Board of the 

National Office for the Prevention and Combating of Money Laundering (FIAU). – Chair, I 

would like to respond in my mother tongue, given the technical level of the discussion. 
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 – La prima întrebare – registrele beneficiarilor: este de dorit o accelerare a interconectării 

acestor registre ale beneficiarilor. Fără această interconectare, având în vedere criminalitatea 

financiară și finanțarea terorismului, care depășesc cu mult granițele naționale ale fiecărui stat 

în parte, rezultatele investigațiilor investigatorilor pot fi minimalizate. Este de dorit ca fiecare 

stat membru la acest moment să aibă implementată directiva a patra, care prevede înființarea 

acestui registru al beneficiarului. Trebuie să mărturisesc că România nu se află în această poziție 

de implementare a directivei a patra, iar pentru noi, pentru procurori, pentru investigatori, mult 

așteptatul registru al beneficiarului se lasă dorit. Sperăm ca cel puțin în toamna anului curent, a 

anului 2018, să avem posibilitatea să accesăm acest registru al beneficiarului și să obținem 

informații de îndată. 

 

În ceea ce privește schimbul global de informații, trebuie să avem în vedere sistemele 

procedurale ale fiecărui stat în parte. Trebuie să avem în vedere că armele procurorului nu sunt, 

de regulă, egale cu armele unităților de informații financiare și poate este bine de reflectat la o 

armonizare între aceste pârghii de acțiune. 

1-020-0000 

Chair. – Thank you very much. We shouldn’t put too many questions to too many guest 

speakers, otherwise we simply won’t make it within the timeframe. 

1-021-0000 

Jeppe Kofod (S&D). – Chair, I have two questions for our panel and I shall be brief. First of 

all, a question to Bo Elkjaer, a fellow Dane. In the written answer, you state that cooperation 

between tax authorities, financial police, the regular police and intelligence services is 

hampered by bureaucracy, and I understand that in Denmark there is now an interdepartmental 

group set up to sort out these kinds of things. Can you give some practical examples of how 

you identified this bureaucracy that leads to inefficiency? 

 

And maybe the same question in respect of Europol. We have had the discussion now, and, 

with regard to Europol and national police, what type of platform could we set up or strengthen? 

We have something in Europol I know, but could it be strengthened in order to exchange 

information and access information very easily at European level, given that many of these 

cases are in several countries, necessitating a platform that is efficient and non-bureaucratic? 

These are my two questions. 

1-022-0000 

Bo Elkjaer, Investigative reporter, Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR). – In the case that 

I was describing with this Spanish-Danish network, the VAT fraud started in 2011. That is an 

important time point. The group of Danish jihadists that travelled to Mali and radicalised this 

cell had been monitored by the Danish intelligence services since 2006. They travelled to Spain 

in 2008 and the fraud started in 2011. In 2014, the Spanish authorities reached out to the Danish 

authorities to get information on these people. The first awareness of the fraud in Denmark, 

outside of the intelligence services, was from the Danish financial police. They had been aware 

of the fraud since June 2013, and it was the police which investigated this kind of fraud. They 

had information on one of the essential companies in January 2014. 

 

The Spanish group was arrested in May 2014, the Guardia Civil reached out to the Danish 

authorities in June 2014, and in February 2015 they were told to send a formal request for 

information. In March 2015, the economic police reached out and informed the intelligence 

services about this fraud, but at that time they did not know that police intelligence had been 

aware of the group since 2006. 

 

Later in 2015, the group was reported to the police by the Danish tax authorities, who wanted 

the police to start an investigation into this fraud. The regular police reached out to the 
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intelligence services, asking for information on this group but never received any information 

from them.  

 

This is just an example of how bureaucracy hampered this investigation and could have been 

stopped had the police intelligence services shared their information way earlier in this process. 

The fraud itself continued until something like 2016 before the network of Spanish-Danish 

companies was dissolved and some of the leading characters were arrested – including the guy 

I talked about before, travelling with the EUR 100 000 in cash, who was arrested last year in 

Spain. So this is just an example of how bureaucracy slowed down an investigation. 

1-023-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – Bureaucracy, 

silos, lack of cooperation, yes, I think these are indeed the areas that we need to focus on because 

they are areas for improvement. Starting with the first one, the financial intelligence units 

(FIUs) in Europol. Indeed we already have a project, as you are aware, that we call FIU net 

embedment. So the FIU net was a network connecting the FIUs in the 28 Member States. They 

have their own network and worked within that, so we started this project of embedding the 

network, i.e. bringing it inside Europol so that, at the higher level of Europol, we could finally 

make what we call diagonal cross-checks. These are cross-checks between information coming 

in from the FIU of one Member State and that, for instance, from the police of another Member 

State, because this information would never otherwise be cross-checked and certain hits would 

never be discovered. 

 

We have started that but, to be honest, we are still a long way from the situation of actually 

having the information that all 28 FIUs have retrieved – that is, international information, of 

course, because we have no interest in national-to-national information – and being able to 

cross-check information coming in from the police of the 28 Member States. This would be 

really important. It would allow us to detect many cases, not only of VAT fraud but of every 

type of economic and financial crime, at a much earlier stage. 

 

But this has been a difficult process. There are a lot of difficulties – technical and also political 

difficulties – so we need to invest more in having something like this in Europol and making 

sure that all the information we currently have scattered in all these different services can 

actually be put to use, be centralised and be analysed in a single place. 

 

Regarding VAT fraud, police and tax services need to work together. The current system we 

have is not one of the best. Because of the rules of tax secrecy, what happens is that police can 

be informed of a lot of the suspicions going around about major VAT fraudsters only at a very 

late stage. Sometimes it is only after years of tax services’ investigating that they say ‘Oh yes, 

now we think there are grounds for criminal suspicion’ and only then can the police be informed 

and, of course, only then can Europol be informed. So this needs to change. 

 

We have good examples in some of the Member States – they call them the ‘Cobra’ teams – of 

joint teams of police and tax services in which there is no such thing as tax secrecy. So one of 

the things we advocate is the existence in each of the Member States of specialised units for 

investigating and preventing VAT fraud: that would include police and tax services, and I 

believe we would also need special prosecutors and judges because these areas are very 

technical and very difficult to handle for someone who is not an expert. 

1-024-0000 

Elena Hach, reprezentanta Parchetului de pe lângă Înalta Curte de Casaţie şi Justiţie din 

România. – Legat de birocratizarea căilor prin intermediul cărora informația cu potențial 

investigativ trebuie sau poate să ajungă la magistrați, avem un sistem care funcționează, 

FIU.net. Este un sistem proactiv, un sistem înăuntrul căruia circulă informația de natură 

financiară cu potențial investigativ foarte rapid. Aceste informații pot ajunge foarte repede la 
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investigatori – și mă refer aici strict la procurori, respectiv organele de poliție –, mult mai repede 

decât informațiile care pot ajunge prin cererile de asistență judiciară internațională, respectiv 

comisiile rogatorii. Este cunoscut că, respectiv, cererile de asistență judiciară internațională și 

comisiile rogatorii au o durată de soluționare destul de mare datorită, evident, unor elemente de 

natură obiectivă, care depășesc voința investigatorului dornic de a obține acele informații. 

 

Avem însă o problemă: ceea ce obținem ca investigatori repede, prin intermediul platformei 

FIU.net, prin intermediul unităților de informații financiare, nu are valoare de probă. De aceea 

suntem nevoiți să obținem aceste probe prin cererile de asistență judiciară internațională, 

respectiv comisiile rogatorii. Aici avem o problemă. Chiar dacă unitățile de informații 

financiare ne dau acele informații extrem de rapid și ne putem folosi de ele operativ, nu ne 

putem folosi de ele procedural, nu pot fi produse și propuse ca și probe în fața judecătorilor. De 

aceea, trebuie să recurgem la pârghiile specifice cooperării judiciare internaționale, despre care 

am spus că au o durată îndelungată în timp. 

1-025-0000 

Ana Gomes (S&D). – Chair, let me ask the panel members one thing, if any of them would 

like to answer. Considering the incredible amount of money involved – as Mr Seixas Felício 

said, VAT fraud is worth something like as much the EU budget, and we are handing that to 

the criminals and terrorists – why haven’t European governments passed the Commission’s 

proposed reform of VAT, which has been on the table for more than a year? 

 

Why are some European governments resisting? Is it conceivable that there could be ‘capture’ 

of some European governments, or people in government, that is actually preventing this, 

because, of course, if we are dealing with criminal networks so powerful and so rich, anything 

is possible? 

 

How are we to explain this resistance on the part of Member States to closing the gap that 

enables the criminals, including the terrorists? Governments engage in all this security-driven 

rhetoric and then do not act on closing a gap that could be really crucial. 

 

Then I have a question about cash. As you pointed out, Mr Seixas Felício, cash is still a very 

important element, so what is the progress? I mean, the EUR 500 note was supposed to be 

prohibited but we know that some Member States still print much more cash than other Member 

States combined. For instance, I directed that question to the Prime Minister of Luxembourg 

when he came here because that is the case of Luxembourg, but it’s not the only case, of course. 

So how is this functioning? 

 

And then, could you elaborate, please, on the role of cryptocurrencies? Mr Frunza, you talked 

about cryptocurrencies. We see several Member States which happen to be offshore – for 

instance, Malta, but not only Malta – actually going into cryptocurrency and styling themselves 

as hubs for cryptocurrency businesses. So what does this mean? 

1-026-0000 

Chair. – Any volunteer for the first question? We don’t have much time, so we can go to the 

second one, on cash, if there is no volunteer. 

1-027-0000 

Marius-Cristian Frunza, Director, Schwarzthal Kapital, financial advisory and research 

company. – On crypto ...  

1-028-0000 

Chair. – We will come to cryptocurrencies. I thought that the second question ... 

1-029-0000 

Marius-Cristian Frunza, Director, Schwarzthal Kapital, financial advisory and research 

company. – I want to answer the question on cryptocurrencies as it was specifically addressed 
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to me. As you know, cryptocurrency is a subclass of a bigger class which is called digital 

currencies. Digital currencies have been around since the 1990s. In the early 1990s every 

platform except for PayPal was shut down on account of money laundering. A lot of people 

talk about crypto, but they don’t really know what it is. 

 

We have 1 500 cryptocurrencies going around the world right now. We have up to 249 nations, 

fewer than 249 currencies – in Europe, for instance, you have only four or five currencies – but 

we have 1 500 cryptocurrencies. 

 

One might ask why do we need so many currencies? What do people do with so many cryptos? 

The allegation that there are criminals doing this is beyond debate. Why terrorists go there is 

because, with what we call the ‘mining’ process, you can generate profits from being joined 

into a cryptocurrency system. Everybody can generate money, including as a physical person: 

you don’t need to be registered as a company in Europe to mine cryptocurrencies. Exceptions 

may be Malta and the Baltic countries, but otherwise you can do it on your own computer. 

 

If somebody asks where the money comes from, where are the proceeds, you can say that you 

are mining crypto: mining euros or mining bitcoins, etcetera. This is the first thing, that it is a 

source of revenue. The second thing is that you can move money everywhere in the world 

outside of the banking system. It’s not controlled, and the cost of going from crypto to cash – 

by cash I mean notes – is around 9%. It was 9% in 2014. But right now a lot of people accept 

crypto for services. So you can do the arithmetic and see what it really means. 

1-030-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – Things change 

very fast. If this was in 2014 when I joined Europol, I would say that this would be just an 

invention, that there would be nothing on cryptocurrencies, but the fact is, things change fast 

and people evolve, terrorists too of course, and so there have been a couple of cases of 

crowdfunding platforms over the internet that have been detected as being associated with 

Islamic extremists, where they, of course, require the funds to be sent via cryptocurrencies. One 

or two cases, three or four maybe.  

 

There is no absolute certainty that this was not a fraud, and that this money was not being taken 

to be used for different purposes, but the fact is, they were advertising it and there are some 

indications that some of these funds might have been obtained through this.  

 

In other cases of some hidden forums over the internet, it was detected that terrorists would 

give training or manuals between themselves on how to use them, how to buy and sell them, 

what are the advantages, and so they do have some kind of interest in this and they are getting 

the knowledge. It is only just starting, so we don’t see this as a current big threat but they are 

starting, and they are dedicating some time to this.  

 

We also know, because as was mentioned, it is very easy to transport them over borders – they 

are in your phone, your laptop; you just go anywhere in the world and you can buy and sell 

them, basically, if you have a connection to the internet – that some of the foreign fighters also 

used this means to transport money from Europe to the regions of conflict when they were going 

to those regions. 

 

This is a very small thing, but it is something we need to keep a very close eye on because it 

was also, for instance, something new in terms of organised crime. We saw, of course, that all 

the criminals selling drugs and so on over the dark net had already been using this for years, 

and we would never see this as going mainstream, let us say for the Colombian cartels for 

instance, but we detected that last year.  
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For the first time last year we detected a couple of cases where some of the major Colombian 

cartels are using cryptocurrencies extensively to make sure that they balance, meaning that they 

are able to take away the value that they have in Europe from the sale of drugs directly to 

Colombia and to other countries in South America. They have lost the fear of these new 

technologies; they have the knowledge and it was very fast, and from one year to another we 

saw a huge increase. So this can happen also in the area of terrorism.  

1-031-0000 

Chair. – That is interesting. Would you like to answer the second question on cash?  

1-032-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – I don’t want to 

talk too much, but cash is one of my favourite topics. Unfortunately, I would say that little has 

changed since the decision by the ECB to end the production of the EUR 500 note by the end 

of this year. They will uphold this decision, as far as we know, but the thing is that this note 

will continue as legal tender for at least another 20 years. So this has changed nothing in 

practice. 

 

We have seen that, in some cases, criminals – because, I think, they misunderstood the message 

– were trying to get rid of these notes and so a great many of them went to banks to exchange 

these notes. It was a good opportunity and we managed to identify some of them. Others, who 

understood the message, have been doing the opposite. They are buying the notes and paying 

over their face value – up to 15% more – because they know that it’s still a good investment for 

them. They can stash these notes and transport them very easily because they are high value 

and low volume. So little has changed. Cash is still the main way for criminals to transport 

funds all over Europe and the world. 

1-033-0000 

Caroline Nagtegaal (ALDE). – I have a few questions related to my work, including on 

cybercrime and third-country aspects. I will start with a question for Europol. 

 

How have the priorities, and also the investigation tools, changed in the past few years to face 

the development of cybercrime and new virtual money-laundering techniques? And, possibly 

in relation to that question, do you feel that the new steps being taken by the Commission – for 

example, the revision of the Anti-Money-Laundering Directive and the new proposal on VAT 

– are going in the right direction? 

 

I have a last short question, which is more general. Is our bilateral agreement with Norway, 

which I think was approved in February by the Council, going to be useful in reducing VAT 

fraud, and could the same approach be used with other third countries? If you say yes, then of 

course my question is: which countries should we focus on? 

1-034-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – I believe that 

Europol has done a lot in terms of facing this cybercrime threat, and specifically also in the 

field of virtual currencies. 

 

We have established the Cybercrime Centre at Europol. This is a stand-alone centre with a 

staffing that is quite considerable. Centres would each have around 140-180 staff, and I think 

the Cybercrime Centre is toward the upper end of that staffing level. Of course, if they could 

have more staff that would also be a positive for them. 

 

One of the main tasks in the Cybercrime Centre is to devote study and attention to the world of 

virtual currencies. They have hired some of the best experts from law enforcement within 

Europe, and they have provided training for me and for my team, which I consider very 

valuable. Of course, they go to the Member States, they try to explain what is going on in terms 

of the trends, and they have prepared a set of manuals which are, I would say, the reference not 
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only for Europe, but for law enforcement all over the world in terms of how to investigate 

virtual currencies, what can be done, what are the relevant contacts. We are constantly in contact 

with the private sector, of course, which is very important in the area of economic and financial 

crime and also in this area of virtual currencies. 

 

I believe that, at least at Europol level, we are prepared. Are the Member States prepared? That 

is something that will take a little more time, but we are trying to make sure that we can all be 

prepared for this – because it is coming, we just don’t know exactly when. 

 

The proposals and the changes within the directive were very welcome because we considered, 

as you did, that virtual-currency exchanges should be obliged entities. They operate as banking 

entities. They are the ones in the front line of this new field, in contact with the customers, so 

they have a responsibility to identify them, to make sure they know who they are, and to report 

any kind of suspicious transactions, just like a normal bank. 

 

We very much welcome this. It will give us access to new sources of information that are 

fundamentally important to our work. Everything on the blockchain is public, but then we just 

have a number, which is an address, so we need to know the person behind the number, we 

need to have the information from these private entities. 

 

The agreement with Norway? Yes, I believe it will bring us extended cooperation because it 

allows us to exchange not only strategic but also personal data. It allows us to be in direct 

contact, to invite them to operational meetings. Would we need this with other third countries? 

Yes, of course, but since the new regulation came out this is no longer in the hands of Europol. 

This has to be decided here, and I am not the person most qualified person to discuss that topic. 

1-035-0000 

Elena Hach, reprezentanta Parchetului de pe lângă Înalta Curte de Casaţie şi Justiţie din 

România. – În ceea ce privește criptomonedele, aș trage, dacă mai este cazul, un semnal de 

alarmă. Platformele de tranzacționare a monedei virtuale reprezintă, poate, dorința fiecărei 

ființe umane – bineînțeles, raportat și la nivelul de educație și civilizație –, pentru că poate 

produce îmbogățirea rapidă. Foarte mulți sunt dornici de acest vis foarte aurit: să mă îmbogățesc 

de pe o zi pe alta. 

 

Pentru noi însă, ca investigatori, este o mare problemă această platformă de tranzacționare 

online de criptomonedă la modul general. Investigatorilor le ridică numeroase probleme legate, 

în primul rând, de identitatea persoanei care face tranzacția și de identitatea persoanei care 

beneficiază de tranzacție. Din acest punct de vedere, sunt absolut convinsă că investigatorii din 

spațiul european și nu numai salută o dispoziție, respectiv directiva a cincea, care prevede 

posibilitatea de control al acestor tranzacții efectuate prin platformele de tranzacționare a 

monedei virtuale. 

 

De altfel, în sistemul românesc, Banca Națională a României a tras mereu un semnal de alarmă 

legat de aceste criptomonede și a spus în mod constant: atenție, nu este un mijloc de plată! 

Desigur, însă, chiar dacă vorbim de un organ la nivel central, chiar dacă vorbim de o politică 

națională, aceste lucruri nu pot împiedica jocul comercianților în piață, pentru că este un joc 

privat, depinde de interesul fiecăruia și de dorința fiecăruia. 

1-036-0000 

Mario Borghezio (ENF). – Signor Presidente, ringrazio ovviamente i relatori. 

 

Primo punto: non ritengono i nostri esperti che un dato veramente significativo da mettere in 

relazione alla scarsità di fattispecie individuate e di utilizzo del sistema delle frodi IVA e, in 

generale, delle frodi fiscali, delle irregolarità fiscali per finanziare il terrorismo, oltre che 
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naturalmente la criminalità, sia determinato dall'assoluta scarsità, rispetto al volume di tali 

traffici, delle segnalazioni del sistema che vengono dal sistema bancario? 

 

Quali suggerimenti ci danno per ottenere un maggiore rispetto di questa pesante responsabilità 

che va addebitata in ordine a questo, perché abbiamo l'esempio della lotta alla criminalità 

organizzata di stampo mafioso, su cui hanno molto insistito i grandi investigatori e i grandi 

magistrati, dovrebbe essere una lezione finalmente da imparare. 

 

Secondo punto: non ritenete che un'altra causa sia la facilitazione da esonero IVA del primo 

paese d'importazione quando le merci sono destinate ad un altro paese? Non ritenete che questo 

sia un altro buco importante che consente le speculazioni sull'IVA? 

 

E poi, concludo, le fattispecie che ci sono state esposte sono molto interessanti, le indagini in 

Danimarca e negli altri paesi del Nord e anche qualcosa che riguarda l'Italia, rivelano sempre 

dalle preziose indagini che partono dalla scoperta di evasioni IVA e poi risalgono a elementi 

sospetti che erano, per esempio, i jihadisti che operavano a Melilla, eccetera. 

 

Non sarebbe opportuno chiedere all'autorità di investigazione di far partire le indagini ex ante, 

cioè di controllare il percorso di questi soggetti che partono dalle zone di attività e poi vengono 

in Europa, non certo per frequentare e pregare nelle moschee? 

1-037-0000 

Elena Hach, reprezentanta Parchetului de pe lângă Înalta Curte de Casaţie şi Justiţie din 

România. – La prima întrebare, legată de supravegherea care poate fi precară în sistemul 

financiar: știm cu toții că informația de natură financiară cu legături pe finanțarea terorismului 

vine de la sistemul financiar. Într-adevăr, sistemul financiar trebuie să fie – scuzați cuvântul – 

foarte bine încorsetat, ca să știe de ce trebuie să facă o raportare a tranzacției suspecte la 

momentul la care se face și nu după trei ani de la momentul la care se face o tranzacție suspectă. 

Pentru că, dacă mie, ca investigator, îmi raportează acea tranzacție suspectă legată de finanțarea 

terorismului la trei ani, eu nu mai am ce să mai fac. Ca atare, și vorbesc în numele meu, de 

investigator, fără să angajez răspunderea nimănui, cred că înăsprirea sistemului de sancționare 

a băncilor în privința obligației de raportare a tranzacțiilor suspecte de îndată trebuie să existe 

la nivelul fiecărui stat. 

 

Acum, de asemenea, cred că trebuie avut în vedere că persoana care aplică sancțiunea de 

întârziere în raportarea tranzacției suspecte trebuie să fie o persoană ce trebuie să se bucure de 

autonomie completă și de o independență completă. Vorbesc în nume personal. Nu cred că 

posibilitatea de sancționare a băncilor trebuie să fie dusă la nivelul unui consiliu de 

administrație ce ar trebui să figureze la nivel central. Este o părere personală. Sunt absolut 

convinsă că un inspector bancar ce se bucură de o independență totală poate să aprecieze 

independent de ce trebuie să fie aplicată sancțiunea băncii care a întârziat raportarea tranzacției 

suspecte, iar acest lucru, susțin, nu trebuie făcut de un consiliu de administrație format aleatoriu 

sau nu, în funcție de anumite criterii sau nu. 

1-038-0000 

Bo Elkjaer, Investigative reporter, Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR). – When I started 

investigating VAT fraud through the Danish carbon register, I was working with a colleague – 

I was at the newspaper the Ekstra Bladet at the time – and what we found out was that it was a 

bulk registry of people who were involved in different illicit transactions in the system. Only a 

very small number of these accounts were legitimate. As I said, it was reduced from 1 256 

accounts to 36 accounts, so the largest bulk of it was in it for the fund money.  

 

When we looked into these groups, we found the Franco-Israeli groups that you mentioned, we 

found the UK-Pakistani groups, the Italian mafia and Eastern European crime gangs. We found 

networks from Hong Kong and China, we found biker gangs, and besides that all sorts of 
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enthusiastic do-it-yourselfers. So you cannot isolate this sort of criminal activity to one 

particular group. It is a transnational, trans-religious and trans-political enterprise.  

1-039-0000 

Catch-the-eye procedure 

1-040-0000 

Caterina Chinnici (S&D). – Signor Presidente, desidero ringraziare i nostri ospiti per la 

presentazione che hanno fatto, così puntuale e completa, del problema del finanziamento al 

terrorismo attraverso le frodi IVA e attraverso i collegamenti con la criminalità organizzata o 

con le organizzazioni criminali. 

 

Sono state fatte tante domande, ma vorrei tornare un attimo su questo tema, e cioè chiedere, è 

vero che non si può quantificare, ma vorrei chiedere quanto incide l'attività illecita della 

criminalità organizzata sul finanziamento al terrorismo? Mi è sembrato di capire veramente 

molto, perché c'è una connessione significativa fra le attività illecite, anche quelle più 

tradizionali, e il finanziamento al terrorismo. 

 

E allora, abbiamo oggi strumenti adeguati anche per contrastare le organizzazioni criminali che 

commettono attività illecite transnazionali finalizzate anche al terrorismo? Come possiamo 

migliorare la legislazione? Perché, a mio avviso, andrebbe fatto un passo in avanti in questo 

senso. 

 

E poi, con riferimento anche a quanto è stato detto prima e con riferimento per esempio 

all'attività delle FIU e alla connessione per dare veramente importanza e intensificare quella 

cooperazione e quello scambio di informazioni che è fondamentale per contrastare i 

finanziamenti al terrorismo, vorrei chiedere ai nostri ospiti quale sia il loro pensiero, una loro 

riflessione, sulla proposta di direttiva presentata dalla Commissione europea lo scorso 17 aprile, 

che reca disposizioni per agevolare l'uso di informazioni finanziarie o di altro tipo a fini di 

prevenzione, accertamento, indagine e perseguimento di determinati reati, perché mi sembra 

che, forse, in questa direttiva potrebbero essere contenuti degli strumenti utili per elevare 

l'azione di contrasto al finanziamento al terrorismo e soprattutto per incentivare lo scambio di 

informazioni e la cooperazione tra le FIU ma anche le forze di polizia. 

1-041-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – We have 

noticed a few changes here too. Historically, it was usually said that there was a huge separation 

between organised crime and terrorism, because one was about making money, and the other 

was about changing the political establishment; one wanted publicity, the other wanted to lay 

low and continue to work in the underworld. 

 

This perception has changed somewhat, especially with the phenomenon of foreign fighters. 

We see that a lot of these people already have a previous history in terms of connection with 

crime, sometimes petty crime, sometimes organised crime. However, I would say that the 

biggest links we see between terrorist organisations and organised crime are precisely the ones 

we are discussing here today: in the economic and the financial world. Because in this world, 

everything is connected. The funds don’t care whether it’s a terrorist organisation or an 

organised crime group – and the illegal economy, the black economy, connects these two areas 

very clearly. So when we focus on investigating financial and economic crime, we end up 

detecting organised crime groups, as has been mentioned, and we also end up detecting terrorist 

organisations. 

 

Terrorist organisations will work in Europe to launder the profits of large-scale drug trafficking. 

They will make sure that they collect these profits, they will launder them through various 

jurisdictions, and they will send them back to Central America, because they will keep a 

percentage. We have seen this. So when we look at the financial and economic world there is 
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no distinction, or at least no clear distinction, between organised crime and terrorist 

organisations. It’s all a black economy and these actors move freely because they both need the 

money – the terrorist organisations in order to survive, and the organised crime groups because 

money is their objective.  

1-042-0000 

Chair. – Would you like to speak about the first still, or on the second on FIUs? 

1-043-0000 

Elena Hach, reprezentanta Parchetului de pe lângă Înalta Curte de Casaţie şi Justiţie din 

România. – Ca procuror, pot să spun că informația financiară ce vine de la unitățile de informații 

financiare are o valoare uriașă. Este de la sine cunoscut că sistemul financiar are o reticență de 

a livra informația financiară direct către autoritățile de aplicare a legii. Tocmai pentru acest 

motiv au fost create unitățile de informații financiare. Ca procurori, noi salutăm existența 

unităților de informații financiare. Sunt strict esențiale, indispensabile activității noastre de 

investigații, iar dacă noi, ca investigatori, ajungem să putem folosi informațiile obținute doar 

de FIU-uri, doar de aceste unități de informații financiare și nu direct de către noi, este mai mult 

decât o bucurie de investigator, este mai mult decât o reușită. 

 

Îmi permit să subliniez că nu toate unitățile de informații financiare au același profil. Unele sunt 

structurate administrativ. Altele sunt hibrid. Altele sunt și figurează în regimul autorităților de 

aplicare a legii. În România, la acest moment, unitatea de informații financiare este de natură 

administrativă. O dorim transformată într-o autoritate de tip hibrid, pentru că, ca procurori, noi 

avem nevoie de informație de la analiști financiari și nu avem nevoie de strategii. Trebuie să 

avem în vedere că anumite unități de informații financiare livrează doar strategii, nu și analize 

financiare. Este de dorit – și îmi expun punctul de vedere strict particular, ca procuror – ca toate 

unitățile de informații financiare să aibă pîrghia, posibilitatea de a face analize financiare și de 

a le livra în timp util procurorilor, investigatorilor. 

1-044-0000 

Chair. – On the draft directive, or on the FIU still? 

1-045-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime, Europol. – On the FIU 

still, I believe also that there is still a long road that we need to travel. We started with this 

FIU.net embedment in Europol, but I believe we need to evolve this to something better and 

more effective. We need to have the resources and the staff to do so, but the idea of Europol is 

to embed the establishment of what we call a UFIU, so an area where we could have not only 

the capacity of having all this information coming in from the FIUs and cross-checking it with 

the data coming in from the police, but we could actually have other tools as we have been 

advertising, for instance the European Terrorist Finance Tracking System, so a similar system 

to the TFTP Agreement that we have with the US but to operate within the area of the EU.  

 

And within the framework of this UFIU we could also establish this public and private 

partnership with some of the major banks within Europe to make sure that we could exchange 

intelligence in a more trustworthy environment, so a kind of copy of this JMLIT Initiative that 

is currently taking place in the UK.  

 

So for this we would need resources and staff, of course, but I believe that this is the way to 

make it more operational, to make sure it exchanges more operational data, faster, more 

effectively, and with all these new techniques. 

1-046-0000 

Chair. – We couldn’t agree more here in Parliament. In our previous committee on the Panama 

Papers, in the final report we called on the Member States to reinforce financial intelligence 

units in terms of financial resources and personnel. We also called for a certain degree of 

harmonisation in respect of FIUs within the EU. 
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On the third question, on the draft directive on using financial information to fight certain forms 

of crime, is there any comment? 

 

No? Not really? OK. 

1-047-0000 

Ana Gomes (S&D). – Regarding abolishing bearer shares, maybe Mr Seixas Felício could 

speak about whether decisions that have been taken, for instance by the Government of 

Portugal, are having an impact. I know this could have an impact in countries like Romania. 

And I would like to ask Ms Hach what she thinks about the Fifth Anti-Money-Laundering 

Directive, in which we managed to insert the need to register for beneficial loans for companies 

in the EU. Unfortunately the provision does not apply to those from outside the EU who do 

business with the EU, because the Council refused. But still, do you think this would be helpful? 

1-048-0000 

Pedro Seixas Felício, Head of Unit, Economic and Property Crime,  Europol. – Bearer shares 

have historically been one of the methods used by criminals to hide the ownership of companies. 

We saw so many during the Panama Papers scandal, and we received so much data, that actually 

I thought the situation would be better by now. There has been an international movement to 

ban bearer shares from most countries, but unfortunately what we noticed during the Panama 

Papers scandal was that many countries still accept them. This is, of course, an easy way for 

criminals to hide. 

 

What is the purpose of having registration of the beneficial ownership of companies if people 

can then just sell these companies on the basis of possession of a piece of paper, and their name 

is not registered anywhere? We are simply closing a door and leaving a window open. So we 

need to push for this no longer to happen, at least in the EU. 

 

I would, of course, like to see such a step extended all over the world, especially in the areas of 

offshores and tax havens, which, I would emphasise, represent some of the biggest loopholes 

we encounter in our current financial investigations, but I understand that this is not possible. 

 

However, at least if we can do this, and make sure that we end the possibility of having this 

type of share, it would be something very positive. 

1-049-0000 

Elena Hach, reprezentanta Parchetului de pe lângă Înalta Curte de Casaţie şi Justiţie din 

România. – Trebuie să manifest, așa cum manifest întotdeauna, sinceritate ca magistrat. Chiar 

dacă astăzi sunt aici reprezentând România, în același timp sunt și magistrat român și trebuie 

să arăt, cu dezamăgire, că România este codașă la acest moment. Nu este o chestie de lipsă de 

fair-play, ci este o chestie de deschidere și de sinceritate a unui magistrat român ce vă vorbește 

astăzi. România nu a implementat încă directiva a patra, iar pentru noi, ca procurori, lipsa 

registrului național al beneficiarilor reprezintă o reală problemă pe investigație. Ca elev codaș 

ce suntem, nu putem decât să spunem „da, salutăm cu deschidere directiva a cincea”, dar noi 

încă nu am implementat directiva a patra. Din punctul de vedere al procurorului, al 

investigatorului, sunt absolut convinsă că directiva a cincea este mai mult decât un beneficiu 

pentru activitatea de investigație, însă, discutând în mod particular, România trebuie, în primul 

rând, să implementeze directiva a patra și după aceea, rapid, să se orienteze și să vadă directiva 

a cincea. 

1-050-0000 

Neena Gill (S&D). – Chair, my apologies that I missed the presentations earlier. I was voting 

in another committee, so I hope I’m not repeating something that has already been covered. 
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I think carousel VAT fraud is still a major problem in many countries, and I know that it is 

especially so in the UK. What I would like to know is to what extent which countries have got 

the right model to address it and have been able to stop it. 

 

My second point is that, whilst there is a lot of focus on bigger companies, and banks are able 

to focus on suspect payments and so on, there is another area on which I do not know if any 

work has been done: that of nationals who are overseas citizens but living within the EU. I 

know that in the UK it is the case that they have residence rights there, but every time they leave 

they are able to exploit the VAT system. I don’t know if any mechanism has been put in place 

to address that kind of abuse. 

 

My third point is to ask the panel how they feel the new technologies of blockchain and AI 

could be used in terms of tackling fraud. Has there been much work done on this, especially in 

terms of addressing terrorist finance? And do you think that the sanctions imposed on financial 

institutions are a deterrent? Are they enough? 

1-051-0000 

Chair. – The first two questions we will also discuss in the second panel. We have talked 

already about virtual currencies, or cryptocurrencies, but can anyone try to answer or go over 

that again in a more general sense? 

1-052-0000 

Marius-Cristian Frunza, Director, Schwarzthal Kapital, financial advisory and research 

company. – The question was about the use of blockchain and artificial intelligence, and when 

Dubai launched VAT this year they said they were going to use blockchain technology to 

facilitate the control and payment of VAT. 

 

In an ideal world, when you have digital products, blockchain can be a solution. That is beyond 

doubt because you can track the ownership and the entire supply chain of a product – of digital 

products, which are immaterial. But when you have a container full of mobile phones it 

becomes rather more complicated. Every time you move into the physical, and when you move 

into perishable goods, like food or beverages, it becomes more complicated. From a theoretical 

point of view, blockchain can be used, but there are certain natural limits to it. That is the first 

point. 

 

Secondly, artificial intelligence: obviously it is already being used. In the United Kingdom, for 

instance, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs has a big-data and machine-learning division 

for investigating all kinds of tax evasion. So, to answer the question, something at least is going 

on in Great Britain and, I think, in other countries of the European Union. The thing is, artificial 

intelligence will give you certain trends or images, but it will be very difficult for it to give you 

the precise details of what a specific person is doing: you will not get all the answers to 

everything. Some people in the banking industry are selling the concept that data mining and 

artificial intelligence can solve financial crime. My personal opinion is that they are wrong. I 

think fieldwork and field investigation are more necessary today than previously in history. 

 

And on the first question: can tax fraud be avoided? Yes, if we eliminate VAT, as in the USA. 

If you have no VAT, you have no fraud, so that is the easy way. 

1-053-0000 

(End of catch-the-eye procedure) 

 

Chair. – I would like to thank all the guest speakers for their presence and for their answers 

and introductory statements. We have not only got a very good general overview, but also much 

detailed information and I am sure we will reflect it in our report, at least as far as the TAX3 

Committee is concerned. 
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I would say, just in a very general manner, that VAT fraud – probably because of the volume 

of money involved and also because it’s probably easier to commit VAT fraud than to rob a 

bank – of course also attracts terrorists and becomes a significant source of terrorism financing. 

Therefore, VAT fraud in fact also impacts on the security of our citizens. So in my view, that 

is the main reason why we should devote even more attention to how to fight it and we will talk 

about it in the next panel, which will continue for the TAX3 Committee in a minute. 

 

I would now like to pass the floor to my co-Chair, Ms Valenciano.  

1-054-0000 

Elena Valenciano (S&D). – Solamente nos queda agradecer a nuestros expertos su 

colaboración, y también a todos los colegas que, como dice mi copresidente, han ido a muchos 

detalles que van a ser muy útiles para el trabajo que nosotros tenemos que hacer. Porque, al 

final, nosotros solamente podemos legislar. Que es mucho. Pero para legislar necesitamos 

conocer de manera muy directa cuáles son las necesidades y dónde están las carencias. 

 

Creo que la comisión que hoy tengo el honor de presidir, de manera compartida con la Comisión 

TAX3, puede hacer un gran trabajo encontrando cuáles son los elementos de la legislación que 

conviene completar, además de todo tipo de recomendaciones que vamos a compartir, por 

supuesto, con los expertos y con los colegas de la Comisión TAX3, porque es evidente que la 

financiación del terrorismo es uno de los elementos que tenemos que combatir con mayor 

eficacia. 

1-055-0000 

(End of first panel) 

 

(The meeting was suspended for a few minutes) 
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1-056-0000 

IN THE CHAIR: PETR JEŽEK 
Chair of the Special Committee on Financial Crimes, 

Tax Evasion and Tax Avoidance 

 

1-057-0000 

Chair. – I would like to welcome Members, our new guest speakers and the audience, to the 

second panel of this TAX3 Committee hearing. The hearing will be devoted to a series of 

presentations on key issues and challenges in the combating of VAT fraud. Firstly, we will hear 

Neven Mates, Member of the Court of Auditors, who led the audit that addressed the question 

of whether the EU is tackling intra-Community VAT fraud effectively.  

 

Following him, Maite Fabregas-Fernandez, Director of Indirect Taxation and Tax 

Administration, from DG TAXUD at the European Commission, will deliver a presentation 

entitled ‘End of the transitional regime, the end of VAT carousel fraud?’. 

 

Afterwards, Alma Olofsdottir, from the Swedish Tax Agency and Chair of the Eurofisc 

Network, will give a presentation on ‘Could Member State cooperation be improved in the fight 

against VAT carousel fraud? What is the role of Eurofisc?’.  

 

Closing our series of presentations, Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK, will 

provide elements relating to the question ‘How come that a solution to tackle VAT fraud could 

not be found?’.  

 

I give the floor to Neven Mates. 

1-058-0000 

Neven Mates, Member of the European Court of Auditors. – Chair, thank you for offering me 

the opportunity to present to you the main findings of our report on the issue of VAT fraud and 

our subsequent report on import procedures. I have provided detailed written answers to your 

questions so I will now limit myself to highlighting the main points. 

 

One of your questions was about the biggest loopholes in the fight against VAT fraud. One of 

them, for sure, is related to imports under the so-called CP 42. We are very pleased that our 

recommendation to ensure automatic incorporation of customs data into the VAT Information 

Exchange System (VIES) has eventually been accepted by the Commission and incorporated 

into the latest amendments to the regulation on administrative cooperation. We understand that 

it has also recently been approved by the Council, but it has yet to be published. 

 

This will facilitate the proper integration of data from customs declarations into the VIES, and 

the other countries of destination will be able to cross-check this data with the data of tax returns 

of actual importance. These amendments will come into force on 1 January 2020 and, while the 

legal framework has thus been created, of course, the actual implementation still lies ahead for 

the EU, and it will certainly be important that this new regulation is effectively implemented as 

soon as possible. 

 

Secondly, we looked at areas where further improvement in measures to fight VAT fraud is 

necessary, particularly in relation to the effectiveness of tax administration cooperation between 

Member States. We are glad, in this context, that the Commission has accepted our 

recommendation to carry out more monitoring visits to Member States selected on a risk basis. 

In 2017, Commission staff carried out these visits in 10 Member States in the context of 

preparing the report on VAT collection and control procedures. In its conclusions after these 

monitoring visits, the Commission addressed several recommendations to Member States to 

improve the reliability of the VIES, in line with the recommendations in our report. I have 
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indicated in more detail where we coincided with the Commission, and you can see this in my 

written reply to you. 

 

The most important area where further improvement is needed relates to better cooperation 

between administrative, judicial and law-enforcement authorities across the EU. VAT fraud is 

a very international business, and tax authorities in a single state can hardly cope with it. Even 

bilateral cooperation between tax authorities in two Member States is not sufficient because, in 

practice, goods quite often move across several countries in cases where substantial VAT fraud 

is involved. Therefore, there is a strong case for strengthening the authority of the European 

institutions in this area. 

 

We are pleased that the new proposal enhances cooperation and, reflecting also the 

recommendations in our special report, provides for European officials to share information 

with Europol and OLAF. We see too that the new Directive on the Protection of the Financial 

Interests of the EU (PIF Directive) is strengthening the role of the Public Prosecutor’s Office 

in pursuing cases of VAT fraud above a certain level. We also see a need to improve statistics 

on established cases of VAT fraud. Currently, unfortunately, there is no systematic effort in this 

respect at European level. 

 

The Commission produces so-called top-down estimates of the VAT gap but these are the 

subject of many methodological problems. Fundamentally, it depends very much on the 

assessment of the grey economy in particular Member States and, by its very nature, measuring 

the grey economy is an uncertain business. 

 

Depending on the assumed size of the grey economy, this heavily influences the estimated VAT 

gap, so therefore it is also important that we can go from the bottom up, and that we collect 

actual statistics on established cases or discovered cases of VAT fraud. 

 

In a few cases where countries made such estimates, it came out that the differences between 

bottom-up and top-down estimates were pretty substantial – up to a factor of two at least, so we 

encourage the Commission to do something in order that statistics will be collected on a 

consistent basis from all Member States. Currently, I think only Belgium and the UK are 

regularly publishing those estimates, and it will be useful to use the experience of those 

countries to arrive at some common approach to this issue at EU level. 

 

Finally, there is an issue of incentives created by the current system of sharing customs revenue. 

According to the Treaty and the relevant regulation, customs are an ‘own resource’ of the 

European Union. However, the way this system is run is closer to the sharing arrangement 

because, currently, Member States of importation retain 20% of customs collections to cover 

their costs, but there is no clearly established link between the actual cost and this amount of 

retained revenue. This creates strange and unfortunate incentives. 

 

If you look at from the point of view of enforcing proper valuation, if you are in a single country 

– not in a union like the EU – the tax administration faces a choice: if the lost revenue is 100 

but the cost of enforcement in a particular case is, let’s say, 50, then I am sure they will go after 

it because they will recover more than twice the cost; but if they retain only 20, and the rest is 

handed over, then there will be a discrepancy in terms of net income. The current arrangement, 

which does not acknowledge actual costs of collection, reduces the incentive for customs 

administrations to proceed with enforcement which might be costly. That is one side of the 

problem. 

 

The other side is that retaining 20% of customs duty creates incentives to attract trade flows 

through your ports. There are, of course, other incentives to do that but here you have an 

additional incentive to attract trade flows through your ports. 
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In the subsequent report, which I mentioned, it was discovered that there is a link between weak 

valuation procedures and the fact of trade flows going more towards the ports concerned, so 

you have this unfortunate situation that the system creates incentives for not forcefully imposing 

proper valuation of imports because of the new revenue arrangement. And, as I said, if the cost 

of collecting a single tax is 20% of the receipts, that is very expensive. This would be the highest 

cost of collecting any tax revenue in any Member State, so this 20% is pretty much unrelated 

to actual costs. 

 

It is my understanding that the Commission is now proposing to reduce the percentage of 

retained income, but this in itself will not resolve the problem. It might reduce the scope of the 

problem, but it will not resolve it because the solution should be – and this is my view, because 

the Court of Auditors as such did not take a position on it – better alignment of the actual costs 

with the revenue retained. 

 

The current proposal by the Commission says that the retained proportion should be reduced to 

10% but it will be compensated with new resources for investment in customs. However, this 

would only partly resolve the problem. The question is also about current enforcement costs. 

 

These are the main issues that we found in our work on the report, and I am here to try to answer 

whatever other questions you might have. 

1-059-0000 

Maite Fabregas Fernandez, Director, Indirect Taxation and Tax Administration Unit, 

Taxation and Customs Union Directorate General, European Commission. – I am very pleased 

to be here today to present the Commission’s views on this crucial topic of VAT fraud in the 

EU and also to talk about the Commission’s initiatives to make the European VAT system more 

efficient within the internal market and VAT-fraud-proof, in order to create a single European 

VAT area. 

 

VAT is an important revenue source for national budgets and is also part of the EU’s own 

resources. In 2016, in the EU28 Member States VAT revenues were around EUR 1 044 billion 

and this corresponds to 18% of all tax revenues in Member States. However, every year large 

amounts of the expected VAT revenue are lost because of fraud. Our statistics show that in 

2015 the VAT gap amounted to EUR 151 billion, which represents more than 12% of the total 

expected VAT revenue.  

 

Even though the VAT gap is also due to reasons other than VAT fraud, such as, for instance, 

bankruptcies, financial insolvencies and miscalculations, we estimate that intra-EU VAT fraud 

causes EUR 50 billion to be extorted from the national budget each year. Such a massive 

amount of money requires an efficient money laundering process comparable, if not the same, 

to the one showcased in the Panama and Paradise Papers. The Paradise Papers and the recently 

published report by the UK House of Commons on VAT fraud in the field of e-commerce also 

raise concerns about the efficiency of the current VAT system, and call for action from Member 

States and the Commission. The UK report mentioned that there was about GBP 1 billion to 

GBP 1.5 billion worth of fraud in the UK.  

 

What are the Commission’s initiatives? The Commission takes this issue of VAT fraud very 

seriously. President Juncker made the need for a deeper and fairer internal market one of the 

priorities of his mandate. Everybody – citizens and businesses – should pay their fair share of 

taxes.  

 

First, the Commission has continuously stressed that the Member States should apply VAT 

rules. This has been raised in several VAT avoidance cases – highlighted also by the Paradise 
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Papers – made possible because of the wrong VAT treatment of certain supplies for yachts and 

aircraft, for which the Commission opened infringement procedures against a few Member 

States and also inquiries in other Member States.  

 

Second, as mentioned by Mr Mates, Ecofin agreed last week, on 22 June, on a general approach 

on a Commission proposal to provide tax authorities with new and more efficient tools to 

combat the so-called missing trader fraud. In particular, Member States would have the 

possibility to carry out joint risk analysis to better detect and fight organised fraud. This new 

proposal also allows data to be shared with customs, OLAF and Europol, with the aim of 

establishing a multidisciplinary front line against VAT fraud. They need this legal basis in order 

to perform this sharing of information.  

 

This file is now in Parliament for an opinion and the Committee on Economic and Monetary 

Affairs (ECON) already issued its opinion this month. We are waiting for the final one. 

 

Third, we need to be aware that, even with the enhanced administrative capacity of the tax 

authorities to combat fraud, the current EU VAT system remains subject to VAT fraud and 

needs to be modernised. The Commission has therefore proposed changing the VAT system as 

regards B2B intra-Union supplies of goods. This new regime will be based on the principle of 

taxation in the country of destination of the goods. This means that the taxation rules, according 

to which the supplier of goods collects VAT from his customers, will be extended to 

cross-border B2B transactions on goods.  

 

The removal of the exemption for intra-Community supplies of goods, which is at the root of 

this cross-border VAT fraud, should help reduce fraud by EUR 40 billion per year. This is what 

we intend to do in order to move from this transitional VAT system to what we call the 

definitive regime. 

 

The new rules will be combined with the introduction, at least in the first phase, of the concept 

of the Certified Taxable Person (CTP). This status is granted to a reliable taxpayer recognised 

as such by its own tax administration. Only when the acquirer of the goods is a CTP will the 

goods be allowed to cross borders without the VAT having been paid, which in itself should 

not give rise to fraud since the CTP status will only be granted to reliable taxpayers.  

 

In the context of the definitive VAT system for intra-EU trade, in October 2017 the Commission 

adopted a legislative proposal which, inter alia, outlines the cornerstones or basic principles of 

the definitive regime, these being, as mentioned, the destination principle, the reliability of the 

supplier, except when the customer is a CTP, and the use of the one-stop shop for output and 

input VAT. This is what we consider will create a simpler and fraud-proof definitive system.  

 

This first proposal was followed by another proposal from the Commission, adopted on 

25 May, for the directive containing the detailed technical measures for the practical 

implementation of the definitive regime. We expect that the Council and Parliament will 

proceed quickly with these files, given the urgency of the issues we have at stake on VAT fraud.  

 

To conclude, fighting fraud is a priority for the Commission. In this regard, two main elements 

need to be addressed. One is the capacity of tax authorities to enforce VAT rules and cooperate 

to fight VAT fraud, and the other element is the VAT system as such. The administrative actions 

to tackle the VAT gap, while useful, are not sufficient to put an end to the cross-border fraud. 

The VAT system needs to be modernised to be fully compatible with the requirements of the 

internal market. 

 

Thank you for your attention and I look forward to the discussion later.  
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1-060-0000 

Alma Olofsdottir, Swedish Tax Agency and Chair of Eurofisc. – Chair, in my presentation I 

will initially demonstrate the role of Eurofisc in combating VAT fraud, and especially ‘missing 

trader intra-Community carousel fraud’, also called MTIC fraud. 

 

The VAT system in the European Union is vulnerable to fraud and in particular to MTIC fraud. 

VAT fraud has been continuously developing during the past decades and has become a major 

problem in the Union. The fraud schemes are getting increasingly complex and include various 

markets. It is difficult to estimate the exact amount of losses in the EU caused by fraud, but 

cross-border VAT fraud is estimated by the Commission to cost approximately EUR 50 billion 

in VAT losses. It is therefore crucial that VAT fraud is prevented, detected and combated as 

quickly as possible. 

 

MTIC carousel fraud usually involves companies which are located in several Member States 

and engaged in fraudulent trading schemes, and addressing it calls for strong, efficient, 

international cooperation between tax administrations. 

 

The Eurofisc network was established by Council Regulation (EU) No 904/2010 to enhance 

administrative cooperation between Member States in combating organised VAT fraud, and 

especially MTIC carousel fraud. Eurofisc is a network for the swift exchange of targeted 

information between Member States. All 28 Member States participate in the network but they 

can choose in which working fields to participate and can also decide to terminate their 

participation. 

 

When joining a working field, Member States are obliged to participate actively, as agreed by 

the participants in that field. In practice, this includes uploading and downloading data to and 

from the Eurofisc network, and also providing feedback on information received. Each Member 

State has designated at least one Eurofisc liaison official, who is a VAT fraud expert, as the 

competent official to exchange information in the working fields. Their task is also to share 

experience with different types of fraud, national risk analysis, risk areas and other relevant 

information related to VAT fraud. 

 

The information shared in the network is exchanged only between the Eurofisc liaison officials. 

Each Member State appoints one national Eurofisc liaison official, who will express the vote 

of his or her Member State and attend the Eurofisc Group meetings. 

 

Currently, the network comprises the Eurofisc Group and the working fields. The role of the 

Eurofisc Group, among other tasks, is to decide on the creation and termination of working 

fields and to evaluate the results of Eurofisc. The Chair of Eurofisc is elected among the national 

liaison officials participating in the Eurofisc Group. 

 

The number of working fields in Eurofisc can vary depending on the need, and currently there 

are six. Each working field has a coordinator chosen from the participating liaison officials. 

Working fields 1 to 4 were established in 2010 to address specific fraud schemes known to 

cause serious damage to VAT revenue in the EU. 

Working field 1 deals with MTIC fraud, including all goods and services. Working field 2 deals 

with fraud in relation to new means of transport, including boats, planes, airplanes and cars. 

Working field 3 focuses on the abuse of customs procedure code 4200. 

 

Representatives from both tax administrations and customs participate in working fields 2 and 

3. But working field 4 acts like an observatory and collects intelligence about new trends and 

developments in fraud patterns, as well as techniques and approaches in the fight against fraud. 
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Then we have working fields 5 and 6, which were created later, in 2016 and in 2017. As a result 

of globalisation and newly developed technologies, tax administrations are constantly facing 

new challenges in collecting VAT on cross-border trade. Working field 5 was established in 

2016 to exchange information and knowledge on cross-border e-commerce, which is rapidly 

growing in the world and now has a major impact on the economy. 

 

Developments in business models, globalisation, new trading platforms and payment platforms 

pose challenges for tax administrations in monitoring and identifying new trade risk patterns 

and fraud models in the field of e-commerce. So there is a serious risk of VAT avoidance and 

of fraud in this sector. 

 

Working field 6 was created in 2017 for the implementation of Transactions Network Analysis 

(TNA) in Eurofisc. The aim of TNA is to support the operation of Eurofisc and make the 

network more efficient. TNA will automate information exchange in Eurofisc, and 

consequently is expected to improve Member States’ ability to send early warnings and to 

provide feedback, and to enhance the quality, reliability and security of the information shared. 

TNA will visualise carousel networks and is expected also to speed up detection. It is scheduled 

to be fairly operational in working field 6 before the second quarter of 2019. 

 

Eurofisc has, without doubt, contributed to reducing VAT losses in the EU. But despite the 

various efforts in the Member States to combat VAT fraud, and to improve international 

cooperation between tax administrations, the problems are still extensive due to the complexity 

and speed of fraud and the involvement of new markets. Apart from massive VAT losses in the 

Member States, organised fraud can also affect the credibility of the market and contribute to 

unfair competition. The EU emissions allowance market was heavily affected by carousel fraud 

in 2009-2010, costing approximately EUR 5 billion in VAT losses in only 18 months. 

Thereafter the fraudsters moved to the electricity and gas markets. 

 

Other markets, such as electronics, metals and telecoms, have also been deeply affected. Cross-

border VAT fraud is not only limited to intra-Community transactions but also often involves 

goods arriving into the EU from non-EU countries, especially under customs procedure 4200, 

although direct import/export transactions have also been connected to VAT fraud. So this calls 

for enhanced cooperation with customs, non-EU countries and also marketplace players and the 

business sector. 

 

Despite the various efforts in the Member States to combat MTIC VAT fraud, and despite the 

international cooperation, the threat still remains. Many Member States have introduced sector-

specific reverse-charge procedures over the past year on goods and services frequently involved 

in MTIC fraud. However, there are still no signs that the scale of VAT losses in the EU is 

diminishing. Although reverse charging is beneficial to the Member States in stopping VAT 

fraud in a specific sector in their country, it can result in the fraud shifting to other Member 

States or to new markets. 

 

Usually it is the tax administration responsible for the assessment and collection of VAT which 

plays a central role in preventing and detecting tax fraud. The information that tax 

administrations exchange through the Eurofisc network is confidential, as provided for in 

Article 55 of Council Regulation (EU) 904/2010, where it is stated that the information 

exchanged shall be covered by an obligation of official secrecy and shall enjoy the protection 

extended to similar information under the national law of the Member State which receives it. 

It is also specified that information exchanged can be used in criminal investigations. However, 

the possibility of sharing information received through this channel with law-enforcement 

agencies at national level before a criminal investigation can vary between Member States. 
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The definition of organised crime and criminal organisation is found in various EU documents. 

MTIC carousel fraud must always be regarded as an offence organised by criminal groups. 

According to Europol, it is estimated that EUR 40-60 billion of annual VAT losses in the 

Member States are caused by criminal groups, and 2% of those groups are behind 80% of the 

MTIC fraud. MTIC carousel fraud can also be associated with other areas of serious crime such 

as terrorist financing and money laundering. 

 

So the conclusion is that, by bringing all the agencies and networks responsible for combating 

MTIC carousel fraud closer together at national level and EU level, there are greater 

opportunities to be more efficient in stopping MTIC carousel fraud in the EU, minimising the 

tax losses and also prosecuting the criminal groups involved. 

1-061-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – Thank you for inviting me. I have been 

researching the issue of VAT fraud and tax caps on behalf of the Horizon 2020 project called 

‘Combating illicit financial flows and empowering regulators’, or COFFERS for short, and in 

the process of that I have been looking at a whole range of issues at a more macroeconomic 

level. I am delighted I didn’t talk about the issues you’ve just talked about, because I was 

tempted to, and I will touch on some of the issues the other presenters have already addressed, 

so I’m going to slightly change the presentation that I proposed because some issues have been 

covered. 

 

You asked me why haven’t we stopped this problem, and I think it’s an important question. 

One of the answers is quite simply that we haven’t changed the VAT law as yet, and we have 

already heard that VAT law is going to change to a country of destination basis. I do believe 

that will be incredibly effective.  

 

I believe your estimate of EUR 40 billion of VAT recovered is entirely plausible, and that a 

large part of the missing EUR 50 billion will be found as a result. But what we have also heard 

is that the VAT gap could be between EUR 125 billion and EUR 150 billion in my estimate, 

and if you base it on the size of shadow economies, it could be EUR 135 billion, all of those 

numbers sort of coalescing around that area, and that means that even if we tackle that problem, 

there is a substantial fraud left.  

 

And if I look at the UK’s data – and the UK does, I think, have the best data on the VAT gap, 

although it does also have a very small shadow economy in European terms – 62% of the loss 

arises as a result of the shadow economy: 10% is from distance selling, 10% is from taxpayer 

mistakes, 13% is from bad debt. Only 4% is considered to be criminal activity, which is so low 

that HM Revenue and Customs are thinking of not reporting it in the future. And just one per 

cent is VAT avoidance. The tax profession, and I am a chartered accountant, is not very present 

in this sector, I am pleased to say.  

 

So the big issue that we have to address is in fact the shadow economy and this is largely 

domestic, not international. One reason why to date we have not closed the VAT gap is because 

we have spent a lot of time, as we have on many tax issues in the last 15 years since tax justice 

became a major issue. We’ve looked at the international dimensions of the issue, but we must 

remember that domestic tax abuse is also of great significance, and I believe we have under-

estimated that. 

 

If we look at the relative importance that Member States give to this issue, it is disappointing 

that only 14 of the 28 Member States at present are estimating any tax gaps. Those that do, 

focus almost entirely upon VAT and most of them do, as has been said by the Court of Auditors, 

look at a top-down approach. I personally believe the top-down approach is the right one for 
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VAT. I believe that all tax gaps should be calculated on that basis. I don’t exclude a bottom-up 

basis, but I think they add information to the overall estimate.  

 

What worries me is that whilst we do obviously have a Commission estimate for the VAT gap 

for the EU as a whole, if the Member States aren’t actually taking up the issue at home, and 

addressing the issues within their own economy which are giving rise to these losses, I do not 

understand how they can have an effective strategy to tackle the issues. I would therefore 

suggest to the Committee that one thing it should recommend is legislation to require that not 

just VAT gaps, but tax gaps as a whole be calculated by every EU Member State.  

 

I make that point very clearly, because if you lose VAT, VAT is a tax on turnover, particularly 

when we come to the domestic economy. Most of you will be familiar with accounting – and I 

am very familiar with accounting – and if you do not record the turnover, then you will not 

record the income tax, social security or corporation tax that is also due on that same income. 

In other words, once you’ve lost the VAT, you’ve lost other taxes as well and so the cost is 

much higher than the initial estimate of the VAT gap.  

 

It is essential that countries begin to take this issue seriously but unfortunately, as I say, at 

present they aren’t, and that to me is the biggest issue we face. I follow that up and I reinforce 

the point already made: no tax authority can obviously do anything with this data if it does not 

have the resources to tackle the problem that it discovers.  

 

So the failure to provide tax authorities with the resources has also to change. We face a 

substantial problem in many governments which see tax authorities as cost centres rather than 

revenue centres. I do not understand that logic. As an accountant, as somebody who has been a 

business entrepreneur, if something brings in money I tend to like it. And yet we treat our tax 

authorities as things we must shrink in size. That logic is to me baffling and I think has to be 

changed. 

 

If we are to tackle the domestic economy, I think there are a number of very important things 

we must do. One is we should look at Portugal and its model of actually ensuring that every 

single sale that is recorded is electronically notified to the domestic tax authority. I happen to 

think that works. I have some reservations about the whole concept of online tax reporting, but 

with regard to this issue and the issue of turnover reporting, I think that turnover reporting is 

fundamental. I happen to like the incentive that is provided, that a receipt becomes an entry into 

a national lottery. I think that brings the public in line with the sentiment. I can see that there is 

some reticence. Does it work? 

 

(Interjection from the floor: ‘No’) 

 

Maybe. I’m open to persuasion, but I think that the idea is one worth pursuing and worth 

extending. 

 

But by far the most important issue that I think we have to look at is the fact that we do suffer 

from missing trader fraud in the domestic economy as well as between economies. It’s not just 

that we miss some of the top of the reported trading entities: we completely miss those traders 

altogether. If I look at the UK, and I am most familiar with the UK, at least 400 000 companies 

a year in the UK do not file corporation tax returns, and do not file accounts as required of them 

by law. They therefore also, by the way, never file any beneficial ownership information.  

 

So we have the most massive hole in the UK tax system where at least 10% of all companies 

never file information with regard to their trading. Of those companies, at least half will never 

file information throughout their entire life cycle. In other words, they will exist, potentially 

trade and disappear, and nobody will ever know why. There are five million self-employed 
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people in the UK. Their average earnings are now well below the national minimum wage. That 

implies that there is substantial systemic under-reporting of income there.  

 

So what we need to find is a smoking gun to actually encourage those people to start to report, 

and the way to do that, I think, is to introduce automatic information exchange into the domestic 

tax environment. Over the last 15 years I have been heavily involved – and I was one of the 

founders of the Tax Justice Network – with promoting the idea of automatic information 

exchange from tax havens as a way to try to identify illicit funds in those places, but the fact is 

we don’t do the same thing in our own economy.  

 

So, for example, Barclays Bank in the Cayman Islands now has to report to the UK if one of its 

customers in that territory is resident in the UK and provide information with regard to the 

company that they own. But if that customer owned a company in London they would not have 

to do that. That is quite absurd. Quite simply, we have to actually bring this system, which 

exists and for which the entire infrastructure is available, into the domestic environment and 

we must extend it to all domestic bank accounts where there are erratic patterns of depositing, 

which would imply the existence of trading, and we have to extend it to all trading platforms 

on the internet. So not just the traders, but the payment platforms as well. If we did that, people 

would know that the chance of being discovered would increase.  

 

The evidence from research in the USA shows that when people think there is very little chance 

that the information on their income will ever be automatically disclosed to a tax authority, 

there’s only a 50% to 60% chance they will actually declare the source of income. I mean the 

source, not actually the amount, just the source. If they believe that that source of income will 

be declared automatically to a tax authority, the probability of disclosure goes up to 90%.  

 

We therefore have to create the smoking gun: an automatic information exchange within 

domestic economies is the way to do that. We don’t need much information, but good beneficial 

ownership data from banks – and after all, they have it and verify it whereas, I’m afraid to say, 

companies can, frankly, still file anything in the UK and get away with it; it’s an honesty box 

regime we have – so we need to have the banks, which actually verify the ownership of 

accounts, to make this disclosure to the tax authority, and the tax authority must be provided 

with sufficient resources to be able to process it, so we can begin to track down the missing 

traders, because that’s the only way we can close this problem and, at the same time, support 

those honest businesses whose trade is undermined by this, which I think is one of the other 

fundamental objectives of the whole process. 

1-062-0000 

Chair. – Thank you very much, Mr Murphy, and thank you to all the speakers for their 

introductory remarks. We will now open the discussion. As always, questions will be asked in 

slots of five minutes, one minute maximum for a question, the remaining time for the answer. 

If there is still time within the given framework, a follow-up question may be raised. 

1-063-0000 

Luděk Niedermayer (PPE). – Chair, I would like to thank all our guests for coming and 

discussing this substantial issue. This is a big fiscal issue and, as we said this morning, it is also 

a matter of criminal activity and other wrongdoing. 

 

It seems to me – and this was confirmed in the debate – that the regime of intra-EU cross-border 

trade plays a very substantial role. So my first question to all the panellists, except the 

Commission, is to ask whether you see any alternative to changing the VAT regime across EU 

borders in order to reduce, in a really efficient way, the huge VAT gap. 

 

My question to the Commission is whether you are surprised that there is such resistance among 

the Member States to moving forward to a definitive VAT regime. How would you overcome 
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what, for me, is a surprisingly high lack of confidence between the Member States and the tax 

authorities? It is necessary to do this in order to move forward. 

1-064-0000 

Neven Mates, Member of the European Court of Auditors. – It is definitely the trade regime 

that you mentioned? I would not underestimate the challenges in arriving at that point and I am 

not sure that within the current framework of exchanging data on transactions electronically 

you cannot effectively achieve the same result.  

 

If you really make sure that all transactions are reported in the VIES, particularly those coming 

from imports, this is almost like a system in which there is a liability on the final recipient of 

the goods. It is easily established by the country of destination and collection is quite possible.  

 

So I think that moving towards a system in which, let us say, the tax authorities in Member 

State A collect revenue which, after that, is supposed to be transferred to the country of 

destination is not going to be easily acceptable. The countries which are then entitled to receive 

this revenue will not take this easily. I would not underestimate the political difficulties in 

arriving at such an end result.  

 

I think that, on the other hand, there is a simpler solution, which is that you just make sure that 

this VIES system and customs data are accurately transformed. I think that this can basically 

address these concerns quite effectively.  

 

So that is my comment that I have to make here. I think that, as I said, I cannot envisage that it 

would be easy to put in place a system in which the tax revenue of France is expected to be 

collected by the tax revenue of some other country and then transferred. I do not think that 

would be such an easy thing to push through.  

 

I think the current system and particularly the strengthening of the current system – and 

particularly of enforcement, of prosecution – could easily go a long way towards effectively 

reducing VAT fraud. So that would be my comment on that.  

1-065-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – With regard to the first part of the question, 

there is no substitute for changing the VAT regime. I think that’s the simple answer to that 

question. 

 

On the second part, I think the point is about political will, as you have mentioned. I wrote a 

book a couple of years ago called The Joy of Tax – not everybody saw the humour in the title! 

It was about political will, because what I suggested was that tax is the way in which a politician 

has the greatest chance of reshaping the economy for which they are responsible. 

 

Therefore, tax is actually a gift to any politician and they should be using it for the purposes of 

actually achieving their political objectives. Unfortunately, far too many politicians still see tax 

as theft, as confiscation, as a burden, and everything else, when in fact it isn’t: it is a legitimately 

required contribution of those who live in a state, created as a property asset for the state in the 

same way that any other property right is created. 

 

So my belief is that politicians are not grabbing the mettle here and going forward and saying 

‘This is a tool for social benefit, not an oppressive instrument to suppress markets.’ 

1-066-0000 

Maite Fabregas Fernandez, Director, Indirect Taxation and Tax Administration Unit, 

Taxation and Customs Union Directorate General, European Commission. – I am going to 

reply to the question addressed specifically to the Commission concerning the cornerstones of 

the definitive regime, in particular, which were presented by the Commission in October last 
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year, and to which, it is true, the first reaction in the Council – the reaction of the Member States 

– was that to agree only on principles without knowing the details was very difficult. 

 

That is the reason why the Commission moved quickly to present the full proposal containing 

all the details on implementation of the cornerstone principles for the definitive regime. That 

was done on 25 May, therefore discussions are starting now on the real definitive regime. 

 

Concerning the aspect, raised by Mr Niedermayer and also by Mr Mates, of lack of confidence 

among Member States concerning the one-stop shop, in particular. Here we can say that the 

mini one-stop shop is already operational today for some electronic services, and the 

information we are receiving from the Member States is that they are happy: they are pleased 

with this system because now they are getting some revenue that they were not getting before 

in respect of electronic services of this type. 

 

In December, the Council also agreed on the VAT e-commerce package, which includes the 

extension of this one-stop shop to e-commerce as well. In this regard, we know it is very 

important to try to build trust between tax administrations, between Member States, and one of 

the measures that will help to do that is the measure on joint audits. Member States agreed last 

Friday at the Ecofin Council to perform joint audits, to be able to work together in cases where 

one Member State sees a problem concerning a taxpayer in another Member State. That is a 

very important step. 

 

In addition, the Commission has started organising meetings with heads of tax administrations 

in the Member States. There was a first meeting recently, in Thessaloniki in Greece, where all 

the heads of national tax administrations came together to discuss the common issues of concern 

for them. We consider this a starting point with a view to instilling confidence and building the 

trust that is absolutely necessary for the acceptance of a genuine EU single VAT area. 

1-067-0000 

Jeppe Kofod (S&D). – Chair, I would like to thank the panel for their excellent contribution. 

 

I have, first of all, a question for the whole panel, linked to the Commission’s initiative on VAT. 

With regard to this new legal tool, the Certified Taxable Person status for companies, as also 

described by the Commission – and known as CTP – where you prove you are a faithful 

taxpayer and responsible VAT actor: what is the panel’s assessment of the CTP model? Is it an 

effective tool to fight VAT fraud? And, if not, how can it be improved? That is the first very 

concrete question. 

 

Secondly, I would like to know whether in the panel’s view – because the Member States are 

very reluctant about this – the risk of VAT fraud would rise if the CTP model was not 

implemented as planned. 

 

And then a question for Mr Murphy: you mentioned in your contribution on combating VAT 

fraud that a successful model could be to ensure digital registration of sales directly to the tax 

authorities, as done in Portugal. This made me wonder whether this method could be used to 

fight other tax scams. I am thinking specifically about the various dividend tax scams we have 

seen in Europe in recent years, where, for instance, both the Danish and the German authorities 

were scammed out of several hundreds of millions of euros. So can you reflect on that too? 

1-068-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – If you wish, I am very happy to take the 

second one. Let me take the first one briefly. 

 

I like the idea of the CTP model. I do have a concern that obviously, you have got to prove your 

status and this does create a barrier to entry. Therefore there are problems there and it may be 
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that governments need to look at ways in which support can be provided to growing businesses 

which may face some difficulties as a result. I just put that up as a potential flag from a business 

point of view. 

 

With regard to the digital issue, I think that this is quite critical. How this is recorded doesn’t 

really worry me greatly – whether block chain is used for it or whatever is not the issue. What 

does matter – and again actually the precise detail does not matter – actually making people 

aware that information flows is what matters. This is about behavioural economics. It is not 

about absolute specifics.  

 

It would be very interesting to have information supplied by banks on turnover in businesses 

where they think that trading is taking place, to see whether it would tie up with the reported 

sales of those enterprises supplied through point of sale records – but they won’t ever do so 

perfectly, we know that. There would always have to be margins for error because some will 

deal with cash. Some will have transactions which flow through bank accounts which, of 

course, are not to do with sales – capital flows and indeed dividend flows, which of course are 

not vatable – and so there will be differences which will require explanation.  

 

But the fact that somebody would know that that requirement is there will place the onus of 

responsibility on them to improve their accounting and to explain what they are doing.  

 

That to me is quite critical and I believe will actually empower the tax agents, the accountants 

and others who are assisting businesses – as I did in my past career, I was a practising accountant 

for 20 years – to say, look if you don’t comply, someone is going to come and get you.  

 

I used to advise my clients that if they had a choice between a nasty VAT audit or a messy 

divorce, to go for the messy divorce – it tended to be more fun. 

 

So overall, that provides an immense power and in most countries at present VAT audits are 

declining in number considerably and that is to the distinct detriment to this.  

 

Digital has great power, but it has to be backed up by on-the-ground measures. If we know who 

is trading, we can identify where the risk is because a disparity between reported activity and 

banking activity does in itself indicate risk. It’s no more than a risk indicator, but the whole 

move in tax is towards risk indicators. I was responsible for creating the idea of country-by-

country reporting: that is a risk indicator, this is another and we need it because behaviour will 

change.  

 

We are seeing it with multinational corporations now because they know their international 

activity is going to be monitored. We will see it with businesses if they know that their turnover 

is going to be monitored. So I believe it will work.  

1-069-0000 

Maite Fabregas Fernandez, Director, Indirect Taxation and Tax Administration Unit, 

Taxation and Customs Union Directorate General, European Commission. – I will take the 

floor if no one else wants to talk about the CTP.  

 

So, the Commission proposal: I’ve mentioned already some elements concerning the CTP. But 

as I mentioned, one of the key principles of the definitive regime will be the liability of the 

supplier, except, as I mentioned, when the customer is a CTP. 

 

In such a case this is a reliable taxpayer, one that has been recognised by its own authorities as 

a reliable taxpayer, and therefore there is no risk of fraud because the CTP, being the customer, 

will pay the relevant VAT in the country of destination. 
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We have included this new concept in the VAT framework in order to facilitate this move 

towards a destination principle. Therefore, the question was – well, there were two questions 

on CTP – can it improve the fight against fraud? We consider that to be, yes, because this is a 

reliable taxpayer; the customer will pay the VAT due.  

 

Is there a risk if it’s not included in the proposal? Well as said, we consider this is a transition 

towards the fully fledged definitive regime. Therefore, now it is under the consideration of the 

Member States and Parliament in order to consider whether we need this intermediate stage, 

let’s say, when we are operating with CTPs, or whether it has to remain for the overall definitive 

regime, or whether we can move towards the destination principle and liability of the supplier 

right from the start of the application of the definitive regime. 

 

In the impact assessment supporting the Commission proposal, there were some data evident 

to support inclusion of the CTP, but now it is at the level of the Member States in the Council 

and the European Parliament to decide what they consider most appropriate. 

1-070-0000 

Tom Vandenkendelaere (PPE). – Voorzitter, beste aanwezigen, excuses dat ik niet aanwezig 

kon zijn bij een deel van uw presentaties. Ik kom van een andere commissievergadering. Ik heb 

al uw voorbereidingen doorgenomen en mijn vraag gaat over btw-nalevingskosten en is 

specifiek gericht aan meneer Murphy, meneer Mates en mevrouw Fábregas Fernández. 

 

Om u ter inleiding het kader wat te schetsen: in België betaalt een bedrijf jaarlijks gemiddeld 

27 500 euro om aan onze complexe wirwar van btw-regels te voldoen. Van die totale kosten 

bestaat meer dan 50 % specifiek uit btw-naleving. Deze kosten worden gevormd door de btw-

boekhouding, het voorbereiden en indienen van een btw-aangifte, het natrekken van rekeningen 

en het verzamelen van informatie over de verschillende nationale btw-stelsels.  

 

Ik werk specifiek aan het dossier van de kmo-regeling in de Commissie interne markt en 

consumentenbescherming. Er zijn opvallend hogere kosten voor kmo's om aan die complexe 

btw-regels te kunnen voldoen in vergelijking met multinationals. Een bedrijf met meer dan 

vijftig werknemers moet gemiddeld 0,75 % van zijn omzet uittrekken om de kennis en middelen 

te vergaren. Een bedrijf met minder dan twintig werknemers moet hiervoor 7,40 % van zijn 

omzet uittrekken. Dus de kosten voor kmo's liggen wel degelijk veel hoger.  

Mijn punt is duidelijk: de kosten van btw-naleving zijn enorm, zeker voor kleine 

ondernemingen. Er moet natuurlijk een afweging worden gemaakt tussen het inbouwen van 

voldoende controle voor de administraties en het voorkomen dat we ondernemerschap gaan 

ontmoedigen door een compleet ondoorzichtige wirwar van regels te creëren.  

 

Mijn vragen aan de heren Mates en Murphy, met deze afweging in het achterhoofd: hoe 

beoordelen jullie het huidige btw-kader? Hebben we behoefte aan meer controlemechanismen 

voor de overheid – en moeten we meer controles gaan uitvoeren – of moeten we juist meer 

trachten te vereenvoudigen? 

 

Mijn vraag aan mevrouw Fábregas Fernández. De afgelopen jaren zijn er op Europees en 

nationaal niveau veel maatregelen bestudeerd, gesuggereerd en ook gelanceerd om niet-

naleving tegen te gaan. Ik denk aan de definitieve btw-regeling, de btw-verleggingsregeling, 

betaling in termijnen, realtimerapportage van transacties en ga zo maar door. Die hebben 

allemaal hun merites, maar ze maken de naleving natuurlijk ook extra complex en duur. De 

vraag is: hoe ziet de Commissie voor de toekomst de oplossing om precies daartoe te komen? 

En bestaat er ergens een holistische visie, omdat het natuurlijk gaat over vele elementen die 

samenkomen? 
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1-071-0000 

Neven Mates, Member of the European Court of Auditors. – Harmonisation of EU VAT 

legislation will, for sure, be helpful. 

 

Currently, if you do not switch to this definitive system in which each entity has to apply the 

VAT of the country of destination, given the variety of VAT legislation in the various Member 

States affecting very many important aspects, that would, for me, mean imposing a lot of 

compliance costs on businesses. So some harmonisation would be extremely helpful and would 

contribute, in many ways, to reducing the possibilities for fraud. 

 

There was a project to unify the VAT tax return, which in the end was cancelled after no 

agreement had been reached. If agreement cannot be reached on such a trivial matter as the 

form of a VAT return – allow me to be a victim of caution here – a more ambitious project will 

certainly not face fewer obstacles. But yes, unifying and harmonising VAT legislation would 

be a big step forward. It is the way to go. I will stop here. 

1-072-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – I wouldn’t like to guess how many VAT 

Returns I have been responsible for on my own behalf or on clients’ behalf in my career, but 

it’s a lot. I don’t think that the estimate of EUR 27 000 is realistic, I think it seriously overstates 

the cost of compliance. The reason why is that, actually, every piece of paper which has VAT 

on it has got to be processed for accounting purposes anyway. Therefore, the additional cost of 

processing the VAT is often not a lot.  

 

If I am completely honest, I don’t believe that VAT compliance in itself is expensive. I do think 

that mistakes can happen and providing regimes for SMEs which are simpler can be of benefit, 

but unfortunately UK experience is that those are now abused and have been used for fraudulent 

purposes in themselves. So some of those schemes are disappearing and we have to think about 

how, perhaps, flat-rate schemes for small traders can be brought in but which can be prevented 

from being abused by fraudsters in their own right.  

 

I do think that there is a substantial cost that many small businesses face with regard to VAT 

which is wholly unjust, and that is the automatic imposition of penalties in some countries for 

making mistakes, particularly for making late returns, when some small businesses simply 

cannot do some things on time, and yet there is no tolerance with regard to late submission of 

returns. All errors, whether innocent or otherwise, are treated equally and heavy penalties 

charged.  

 

Those I think are quite unjust and contrary to natural justice. I believe that issue does require to 

be separated from the issue of fraud because they are quite distinct and separate. One is a burden 

– and actually a cause of some fear for small businesses – because they do genuinely suffer as 

a result of that, whereas the cost issue is not significant. But that I would draw out. 

 

Should we simplify the system? Yes, I would like to see that, but I wouldn’t greatly encourage 

other countries to go in the direction that the UK has gone – for as long as we in the EU of 

course – where we have a very high VAT registration threshold, because that does create its 

own problems, as many businesses, first of all, report that they have a turnover just below the 

VAT registration threshold – not all of them, I have to say, probably honestly. And secondly, 

the cost of going over the threshold then becomes an impediment to their own growth.  

 

So actually, a low threshold is fine but we need simple systems based on turnover alone for 

smaller businesses, I suspect, and that would be the way to go forward. 
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1-073-0000 

Maite Fabregas Fernandez, Director, Indirect Taxation and Tax Administration Unit, 

Taxation and Customs Union Directorate General, European Commission. – Concerning the 

costs for SMEs, there is currently, under negotiation here in Parliament and in the Council, a 

proposal to try to simplify the VAT rules for SMEs in general, and also to help them to operate 

within the internal market in all relevant Member States. We in the Commission are putting 

forward proposals aimed at simplifying the rules. 

 

In terms of the cost at national level, it is true that in the different Member States we have 

different systems, which might impose additional costs or not, and might, as Mr Murphy 

mentioned, sometimes help companies to comply with similar obligations, coming from 

taxation or from other areas, in a similar way, together. What we see is a trend on the part of 

tax administrations in some Member States – Italy, Spain, maybe also Portugal and the 

Netherlands, and some others – also to provide a service to taxpayers, through IT systems or 

through direct Q&A processes, including even using artificial intelligence to help taxpayers. I 

think more and more tax administrations are understanding that there is a need to talk to their 

taxpayers, not only to get the revenue, which is the important goal of tax administrations, but 

also to help them to comply. This is something which is very important, this trend among the 

national administrations. 

 

When we, from the Commission, are presenting proposals on VAT, of course our proposals 

relate to VAT, but then at national level VAT is just one of multiple taxes in respect of which 

companies have to be compliant. That is why, when we in the Commission are dealing with 

VAT, we cannot deal with the whole environment, just with one part of it. However, as 

Mr Mates mentioned, there was, for instance, a proposal to harmonise a VAT form, but this 

was not accepted by the Member States. 

 

That was some years ago. Who knows whether in the future we can move towards more 

harmonisation of some aspects of tax, in order help the tax administrations and also help them 

to help taxpayers to be compliant, which is also a key element? 

1-074-0000 

Arndt Kohn (S&D). – Herr Vorsitzender! Ich möchte meine Fragen auf Deutsch stellen. 

Deswegen danke ich allen Sprecherinnen und Sprechern, die heute hier sind, dass sie 

gekommen sind, um unsere Fragen zu beantworten. 

 

Die erste Frage ist prinzipiell an alle gerichtet, und zwar die Frage, wie wir die Zusammenarbeit 

von nationalen Steuerbehörden und insbesondere auch OLAF verbessern können. Ich habe in 

diversen Gesprächen mit OLAF immer wieder so ein bisschen das Bedauern vernommen, dass 

an der Stelle sehr oft der nationale Egoismus herrscht, dass wir als – sagen wir mal – deutsche 

Steuerbehörde da die besseren Informationen haben und die besser auch für uns behalten, und 

OLAF da zwar nett ist, aber nicht unbedingt ein Partner an unserer Seite, um das Ziel, das wir 

alle haben, nämlich, Betrug zu bekämpfen, am Ende auch zu erreichen. Vielleicht auch an der 

Stelle an Sie, Frau Olofsdottir, die Frage: OLAF ist, glaube ich, nicht Teil des Eurofisc-

Netzwerkes; was können Sie dazu sagen, dass OLAF da auch partizipieren kann? 

 

Und dann eine Frage insbesondere an Herrn Murphy: Erstmal danke schön dafür, dass Sie die 

Bemerkungen gemacht haben, dass das Finanzamt nicht in erster Linie ein Raum für 

Sparmaßnahmen sein sollte, sondern eine Einnahmebehörde, die das Mittel auch haben muss, 

ihr Ziel zu erreichen. Ich bin selber Steuerprüfer; von daher weiß ich, wovon Sie reden. Ich 

habe aber auch mit einer Besuchergruppe aus meinem ehemaligen Finanzamt zu tun gehabt, 

die haben mir mit auf den Weg gegeben, dass das Reverse-Charge-Verfahren in Deutschland 

in der Vergangenheit immer ein gutes Mittel war, um Betrug branchenspezifisch zu bekämpfen. 

Was halten Sie davon, wenn man dieses Instrument flächendeckend einsetzt, oder den scope 
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zumindest deutlich erweitert, um hier Umsatzsteuerbetrug tatsächlich auch effektiv zu 

unterbinden? 

1-075-0000 

Alma Olofsdottir, Swedish Tax Agency and Chair of Eurofisc. – Thank you for your question. 

As I mentioned in my presentation, all types of cooperation between the Member States, and 

also at EU level, would improve the possibility of combating VAT fraud more effectively. At 

the moment, however, Eurofisc is only a network linking the Member States, and specifically 

tax administrations, so as to share information about tax fraud swiftly. It is totally up to the 

Member States, when they receive this information, to provide resources to tackle fraud on their 

territory efficiently and also to share information, in return, with other Member States. 

 

Regarding your question about whether bodies like OLAF or Europol could be part of the 

network, I don’t think the question is really about that because even if, in future, the network 

were to have the possibility of exchanging information with these other networks, they would 

still not be a part of it. 

 

Regarding your second question, about the implementation of reverse charging, we have seen, 

as you mentioned, that the implementation of reverse charging is efficient in the Member States 

which have implemented it on specific goods or services, but we can also see that fraud has not 

stopped in this sector. For example, we have 13 Member States which have implemented a 

reverse charge on mobile phones. With 13 Member States implementing reverse charging, you 

might think that the fraud would be over in this sector, but it has only meant that the fraudulent 

companies have moved to other Member States. And because, in the carousel chain, you need 

pairs of companies which are both participating in fraud, you then have VAT losses in other 

Member States. 

 

What happens is that you locate the VAT losses in the Member States which have not 

implemented reverse charging and you locate the participating companies – so-called conduit 

companies – in the Member States which have implemented it. So the problem is still the same 

in the EU. With regard to implementing reverse charging in all the Member States, that is 

another question. 

1-076-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – I cannot comment on the first question. 

That’s not within, I think, my area of competence. On the reverse charge issue, I can remember 

when reverse charges came in and I think I was quite a young man at the time when they first 

arrived and they were of course introduced to combat fraud. They took a lot of explaining to 

people as to what this was all about and why they had to do it and that, to some extent, still 

remains the case, which is why they are open to abuse.  

 

All opportunities for abuse inside accounting arrive on a boundary – a border, if you like, where 

the ownership or the physical location of goods or services changes – and what you are trying 

to do is make those borders, those boundaries, as tight as possible so that you can ensure that 

transactions are recorded correctly on both sides of that boundary or border.  

 

That is the whole issue that we are looking at, and this is true across a wide range of issues, not 

just VAT. This is about all of tax fraud altogether, about the whole of the tax haven issue and 

everything else, making sure that we understand what’s going on on both sides of a transaction.  

 

The fact is that here we are relying upon different methods on each side of the transaction, as 

has just been explained, and the moment you’ve got that you’ve got an opportunity for arbitrage 

and abuse. So unless everybody has a reverse charge system it isn’t going to work. And you are 

still relying upon the fact that, actually, somebody has got to be honest and actually do the 

reverse charge accounting and I’m afraid to say – I don’t think we can do that as well.  
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Imposing VAT across the border is the answer to eliminate the reverse charge problem. I’m 

afraid you actually have to have the cash being required to cross the border as well, because the 

whole point of reverse charge is to make sure the cash does not cross the border. I’m afraid the 

cash has to move too now. That’s the only way you can be sure to deal with the reverse charge 

problem.  

1-077-0000 

Chair. – I thought the reverse charge was meant rather as a solution, not a problem. 

 

(Laughter) 

1-078-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – It is an interim solution which hasn’t 

solved the problem is what I’m saying. 

1-079-0000 

Arndt Kohn (S&D). – One additional question to Mr Murphy, as well. Did I understand you 

right, that in the UK there is no external audit by the financial authorities? 

1-080-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – It is not true that there is no external audit 

now in the UK by the financial authorities. If you are a large company, for example, you will 

have a member of the tax authority pretty much sitting in your office all the time.  

 

But let’s be honest. They are also, by and large, going to be the people who are going to be 

CTPs in the future. They are not the area where we looking at fraud. They are reliable in that 

area. They may not be with regard to corporation tax avoidance, but they probably are with 

regard to VAT. And the amount of avoidance, as I noted, is tiny with regard to this, and large 

companies, by and large, don’t commit fraud – large companies do avoidance.  

 

The issue is that because of the massive cut in the number of staff we have in the UK tax 

authority, which has halved its numbers effectively in the last 10 years or so, the number of 

local visits to VAT-registered traders has collapsed. Once upon a time, every VAT- registered 

trader in the UK could expect a visit from our tax authority once every three years, whatever 

their size. Now, the average is about once every 300 years. 

 

In other words, most are never going to see a VAT inspection, and therefore don’t frankly care 

about it; that threat has simply disappeared. And I am afraid to say, I think that threat should be 

recreated because I think it’s highly effective and actually should be there, to be imposing this 

threat against fraud which is happening on the ground every day. 

1-081-0000 

Tom Vandenkendelaere (PPE). – Excuses dat ik u nogmaals lastigval met een vraag in het 

Nederlands en u de hoofdtelefoons laat opzetten. Mevrouw Olofsdottir, ik heb een specifieke 

vraag voor u over het Eurofisc-initiatief. Allereerst bedankt voor de uiteenzetting over hoe de 

Eurofisc-groep de btw-fraude aanpakt. Het is een goed initiatief dat zeker zijn verdiensten heeft, 

maar naar mijn inzicht blijft er sprake van een pijnpunt: hoewel alle lidstaten lid zijn van 

Eurofisc, blijft de effectieve deelname eraan vrijwillig. Het heeft een vrijwillig karakter. 

 

Het is daarom natuurlijk weinig transparant welke lidstaten effectief een steentje bijdragen aan 

de verschillende domeinen waarop ze werkzaam zijn. Vandaar mijn vraag: kunt u misschien 

inzicht geven in hoe de lidstaten het meest of het minst bijdragen, en welke lidstaten geen of 

weinig inspanningen doen? Naming-and-shaming is populair dezer dagen, dus ik zou zeggen: 

laat u gerust gaan. En in welke mate zou een meer verplichtend kader voor de lidstaten kunnen 

bijdragen tot een beter functioneren en dus tot de bestrijding van de grote btw-fraude? Zou dat 

een wezenlijk verschil maken in de werking van Eurofisc? 
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1-082-0000 

Alma Olofsdottir, Swedish Tax Agency and Chair of Eurofisc. – Thank you for your question. 

Regarding the participation of the Member States, it is correct that the Member States 

participate voluntarily in the network. But when they decide to actively join a working field, 

they are also obliged to exchange the information according to what all the members of the 

working fields have agreed. So they are also a part of the Member States’ decision about exactly 

what information they are going to change. Contributions to the network depend on the scale 

of fraud in the Member States. You have 28 Member States, and the level of fraud and 

fraudulent companies in the Member States varies a lot. This means that large countries with 

many companies involved in fraud put more transactions on information into the system, but it 

is very important that all the Member States detect fraudulent companies at national level and 

put information into the system.  

 

The second question was about how to make it mandatory. Well, it’s not mandatory – as we 

said – to participate in Eurofisc and it’s not mandatory to exchange this information. I don’t 

think we can make it mandatory for the Member States to participate in the network because 

this is a totally national decision. 

1-083-0000 

Tom Vandenkendelaere (PPE). – But imagine if we could. Do you think then it would be 

much more effective than it is today? 

1-084-0000 

Alma Olofsdottir, Swedish Tax Agency and Chair of Eurofisc. – This is a theoretical question. 

I don't think it's needed because as I said, all 28 Member States participate in the network and 

almost all Member States –almost all Member States – participate in all the working fields, so 

the Member States are providing a lot of resources on a voluntary basis for this network. They 

identify the need to join forces in the Member States to tackle this problem. At some point, all 

the Member States could suffer heavy losses, and you never know which Member State will be 

targeted next. 

1-085-0000 

Ana Gomes (S&D). –I would just like to make a comment about what Mr Murphy said about 

Portugal.  

 

Yes, the digitalisation of the Portuguese system has been useful, but actually when it comes to 

small companies and individuals, such as hairdressers or mechanics, the impact – also because 

of the size of the resources of the tax authorities – has been extremely negative in actually 

looking at the bigger corporations and wealthy individuals. By the way, the lottery has been 

abolished, because it was totally outrageous, it was just a scheme to sell German cars. 

 

Nevertheless, yes, the system has improved and it has had an impact on the behaviour of people 

– their understanding that they have to pay tax. That has been positive, I think. 

 

My question is to the Commission: knowing what is at stake in terms of own resources of the 

Union, when we are discussing the multiannual framework for the next seven-year period – 

considering the fact that he's established that this was the subject of the previous hearing – that 

through fraudulent schemes, VAT is massively financing terrorism and organised crime – how 

come this is not top of the agenda of our Member States? How come this is not also top of the 

agenda for the Commission itself – to confront Member States with their responsibilities? How 

come we don't know which Member States are actually opposing it? Can you tell us, if not now, 

at some point, which Member States will be opposing so that we will be able to point the finger 

at them and have them face up to their responsibilities? 

 

My other question to all of you is: in view of the implications of the cryptocurrencies now – 

including for all sorts of exchange, commerce and other exchanges, trade exchanges, with some 
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Member States even trying to style themselves as hubs for cryptocurrencies,  what do you sense 

are the implications? 

1-086-0000 

Chair. – I am sure the Commission has a list. The question at the moment is whether it will 

share it with us, but we will see. 

1-087-0000 

Maite Fabregas Fernandez, Director, Indirect Taxation and Tax Administration Unit, 

Taxation and Customs Union Directorate General, European Commission. – Thank you. I 

appreciate the fact that I am not expected to disclose the list now. (laughter) 

 

Now, as you know, the issue is very important and it’s very important also for the Commission. 

President Juncker, in his mandate to Commissioner Moscovici, made very clear that at 

European level, we need to have a clear policy initiative to combat VAT fraud, in particular, 

but all the elements concerning tax evasion are key. It is at the top of the Commission agenda 

and also for Commission Moscovici, who has been very active in public, going to Member 

States, but not only in public – he has also been pushing Member States to make efforts to fight 

against fraud – in particular, VAT fraud. 

 

With all our proposals and initiatives, we are also bringing the debate to the table of the Council. 

As you know, from time to time this debate goes to ministerial level, where it then becomes 

more public as it’s web streamed by Ecofin. This is when given Member States express their 

position and why they have taken specific positions. 

 

From our side, we have proposals on the table. As I said, we are taking flanking measures at 

these meetings with the heads of tax administrations to help them, working together, to make 

the best of the internal market – because this is one of our key goals – and then to have the deal 

tax revenue that they have to have, and the part of the EU budget that contributes to that. 

We are also taking action against those Member States who are not applying legislation 

properly. This is very important with regard, for example, to when legislation has been 

interpreted wrongly or a Member State has a resource problem, or does not have the right 

procedures or processes to make people comply and to fight against fraud. 

 

In this regard, we act from three sides: first, the political – key messages from the institution – 

you have heard them and you will continue to hear those messages; second, legislative action, 

and third, enforcement. We need to make sure that the law is applied in all Member States in 

the same way. Sorry, a fourth one – helping tax administrations to talk and work together, 

through the Eurofisc network and also some informal discussions among themselves in order 

to find solutions to the same problems – because they are confronted with the same problems. 

1-088-0000 

Richard Murphy, Director of TAX Research UK. – Can I make a brief comment on your first 

observation because in fact, in my current role as a Professor at a university looking at tax, I’m 

a very isolated person, and the project that I am working on is a very isolated project within the 

whole of academia. 

 

It is very difficult to actually publish articles which look at journal papers which look at tax in 

a macroeconomic sphere. You can do an article on a tiny little detail of some research and 

development project and that is fine, but when you actually want to look at it as an economic 

issue, first of all, macroeconomics hardly recognises the existence of tax inside macroeconomic 

theory and to actually publish around things like the tax gap is very difficult, simply because 

people are not interested and you can’t find anywhere to put it. So, this indifference to tax is 

really widespread, and as a man who suffers from excitement by taxation, as my wife, who is a 

doctor, once diagnosed me as having, I think that is really worrying. 
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If I come to the second issue of cryptocurrencies, I think we have to be really robust with regard 

to cryptocurrencies. We are down to the same issue of information exchange because if there is 

a cryptocurrency, it is the equivalent of a tax haven. If we cannot find out what is going on in 

that cryptocurrency, we suffer from opacity, and there is a very simple way to bring them out 

into the open. If you transact in a cryptocurrency which does not offer full information exchange 

on the transactions that are undertaken with a tax authority, then your contracts which require 

settlement in that currency are unenforceable in the law of the states with which you will not 

exchange information. 

 

In other words, you can contract them if you like, but you would have no way of actually making 

sure you are paid; so either you cooperate with the tax authorities, or you don’t rely upon a tax-

funded system of law enforcement. I think we have to be as blunt with them as that; I can’t see 

a way round it. If they want to have this opacity, I’m afraid they have got to be denied the right 

of access to the legal system to undertake their contracts and try and recover their money.  

1-089-0000 

Chair. – I would like to thank our guest speakers for their valuable contributions and 

information on the topic of VAT fraud and its impact, and also for their outlining of the possible 

ways forward.  

 

There is a definitive VAT system on the table and we shall see what happens with it in Council, 

but given the volume and the amount of money involved in VAT fraud or the VAT ‘gap’ more 

generally, and more importantly, it is one of the key issues. This committee will pursue it to 

raise awareness of the scope of the problem; hopefully there will be more and more pressure on 

national governments to address the gap in an efficient manner. 

The next meeting of this committee will take place in September. In the meantime, there will 

be a mission of the committee to Washington DC. We will meet the US Treasury, FinCEN, and 

we will be at Congress. So that is the programme for the coming weeks for the committee. My 

notes say ‘have a nice summer break’, but I wouldn’t like Members to forget about next week’s 

plenary session in Strasbourg, so for them it is rather ‘see you in Strasbourg’.  

 

Thank you once again to our guest speakers. 

 

(The meeting closed at 12.39) 


